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fCOBOL 1.8 Still Waiting for the next generation of ICOBOL? 
Wild Hare's Clioicer ICOBOL runtime system 

supports features that aren 't even a vision in 
ICOBOL's future - features like floating POint data 
types, an extended SORT verb and a true Window
oriented debugger. Of COurse, C/ioice! already sup-
ports all of ICOBOL 1.7's existing features, plus fea
tures planned for the "next generation". 

John: , take advan-
't2 Let~ 

Why waf . feature6 
tage of the6e "Wild Hare 
NOW! Plea6e ca l' 

:3-5:30-222 . at :30 
-Mark 

Circle 37 on reader service card. 

You don 't need a crystal ball to see what the future 
will bring. You can have the future now, on almost 
any computer, from PC to mainframe, With Wild Hare. 

While other companies promise yOU ICOBOL 
enhancements in their "next release," Wild Hare 
has them now! 

So Wily walt? Call Wild Hare today! 

Call 
Wild Hare 

Todayl 
(:30:3) 5:30-2221 
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ere in the world is 
high availability 

going? 
Right here! 
Data General 

You didn't plan on system downtime-or 
the lost sales, lost productivity and loss of 
confidence by your clients that led to 
"bottom-line" losses. Now with AViiO~ -based 
high availability open systems you won't lose 
sleep over downtime because you'll be 
enjoying: 

t . Increased information integrity and storage 
capacity thanks to our highly available 
CLARiiON'M disk array system. Its concurrent 
support for multiple levels of RAID allows the 
flexibility of performance tuning. 

t . Increased protection from system downtime 
with our UNIX- based DG/UX" system failover 
capabilities, fast file recovery and on-line 
monitoring and reporting. 

t . Increased and immediate "mainframe class" 
performance using the leading databases, 
business applications and communications 
products. 

Where the World is goingr 

t. Increased savings because of AViiON's 
industry leading price/performance. 
Contact Data General to learn how much you 
can save with AViiON high availability open 
systems. That's where the world is going. And 
we want to take you with us. 

Call 1-800-DATA GEN 

AViiON is a registered 
tradamark and CLARiiON 
and oG/UX aratrademarks 01 
Data General Corporation. UNIX is a 

~~~~\~~i~:.~~~ark 01 UNIX System 

C 1993 Oat. General Corporation. 

Circle lOon reader service card. 

The 
AViiON System. 

Mainframe 
power that fits 
in a pi~za box, 

saVing you 
millions! 
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NADGUG93: 
the right investtnent 
by Steve Pounds 
NADGUG Treasurer 

As you read this, the March "Storm 
of the Century" will be just a memory. 
Probably the bombing at the World 
Trade Center in New York will also be 
out of the news. These events remind 
me of something our company has been 
talking about for a long time but has 
not acted upon-a disaster recovery 
plan. So you think this column is going 
to be about disaster recovery? Not real
ly. 

Since we do want to implement a 
disaster recovery plan, I feel that my 
involvement in NADGUG is th~ best 
way to help us accomplish this goal. I 
will use NADGUG and a trip to the 
conference in Atlanta this October to 
gain insight into the subject. We could 
hire a consultant to design a detailed 
recovery plan, but this would be more 
expensive than the cost of the entire 
NADGUG conference trip. 

While at the conference I will have 
an opportunity to visit exhibits of com
panies that offer, for example, disaster 
recovery "hot site" services. I expect to 
attend sessions on disaster recovery or 
related issues. The most important 
advantage of attending the conference 
and getting the help I need for a disas
ter recovery plan is, quite simply, in the 
networking. It's invaluable what 
insights you can gain from someone 
who has already "been down that 

NeXTnext? NOT! 
by Doug Johnson 
Focus editor 

There's bound to be a corollary to 
Murphy's Law that covers what hap
pened to our planned "Focus on:" fea
ture for this issue. Put simply, and 
you've no doubt seen news of it else
where, Next Computer, Inc., this spring 
decided to get out of the hardware mar-
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road." It's amazing how much you can 
learn just by mingling with people in 
the exhibit hall and in sessions. They 
can tell you what to do, how to do it, 
and (maybe this is most important) 
what not to do. And they enjoy sharing 
their knowledge and experiences with 
you. 

At NADGUG 92 last October in 
Kansas City, I wanted to learn how to 
go about submitting a request for pro
posal (RFP), since we purchase equip
ment from time to time. I ran into some
one who happened to know about the 
subject. After spending about 30 min
utes with this individual, I felt I had 
learned a lot. Thinking back to my earli
er example, I'm sure I will find some
one at NADGUG 93 in Atlanta who 
knows a great deal about disaster 
recovery and how to implement a plan. 

If you have trouble convincing 
your employers of the importance of 
attending the conference and being a 
part of NADGUG, I hope you can take 
some ideas away from this message. If 
the bosses tell you they can't afford for 
you to go, explain to them that they 
can't afford not to allow you to go. 
Remember, everything costs money. 
Your goal should be to assure that you 
are spending your (or your company's) 
money wisely. I can assure you that 
being a member of NADGUG and 
attending the conference is the right 
investment. 

I hope to see you in Atlanta. 6 

ket and become instead just a software 
company. So there can't be much of an 
alliance anymore with Data General 
Corp. for selling Next workstations to 
go with A viion servers. 

Oh well. We shouldn't complain. 
For several hundred people laid off at 
Next, it means being out of a job. For us, 
we'll move along quite nicely with Tom 
Gutnick's article about AOS/VS system 
security (he didn't mind a bit when he 
found out he would get the cover story 
aU to himself). 6 
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_______________________________________ INGENEUL 

News and notes from the greater DG community 

News briefs 

Stephen Gardner, who had been 
serving as president of the Integris divi
sion of Bull North America, is the new 
vice president of A viion marketing. 

In his new posi
tion, Mr. Gardner 
will be responsible 
for marketing strate
gy, product position
ing, major marketing 
programs, and oper
ations for the A viion 
computer product 
line. He reports to 
Joel Schwartz, vice 

~ ., 
'J( 

Sfepltnt Gllrdfln 

president of the Aviion Business Unit. 

According to DG, Mr. Gardner 
helped found and lead the rapid 
growth of the Integris Division, which 
focuses on systems integration and 
downsizing opportunities within the 
IBM mainframe environment. 

Electronic mail network manage
ment provider, Soft Switch, Inc., 
recently upgraded its Customer Sup
port Center services. Customers now 
have 7-day, 24-hour access to Soft 
Switch's electronic mail and messaging 
specialists at the support headquarters 
in Wayne, Pennsylvania. 

Hyperdesk Corporation and Digi
tal Analysis Corporation announced an 
agreement to develop and market tools 
to manage Hyperdesk's Distributed 
Object Management System (HD
OOMS). The first product the two com
panies will develop is Orb View, which 
will provide a realtime , interactive 
monitoring and control of HD-OOMS 
Object Request Brokers (ORBs) on Unix 
workstations. 

Orb View is expected to be avail
able on the Data General platform in 
the third quarter of this year. Hyper
desk Corporation was spun off from 
Data General in December 1990 as an 
independent software company and is 
operated by a group of former DG 
employees. 

Focus 

Aviion server users 
most satisfied 

Data General received some excel
lent publicity-at last-in the March 22 
issue of Computerworld magazine. (I 
know it was kind of tacky to add that 
"at last" phrase, but sometimes it 
seems like mainstream computer trade 
publications have forgotten about 
Data General.) Anyway, here's the 
good news ... 

In a survey of RISC (reduced 
instruction set computing) servers, 
Aviion users were rated as the most 
satisfied with their servers. A viion had 
the highest score of 87. The closest run
ner-up was Hewlett-Packard's HP 
9000 Series 800 (82), followed by DEC's 
DECsystem 5000 (81), Sun's Sparcserv
er 10 (79), and IBM's RS/6000 Pow
erserver (77). 

The survey was conducted by an 
independent market research compa
ny. Scores were based on a number of 
criteria including value for the dollar, 
compatibility with installed equip
ment, speed, and reliability. In the 

price performance category, rated as 
number one in importance by the users, 
the A viion again ranked highest with a 
score of 8.9. Aviion server pricing starts 
at under $20,000 while high-end multi
processor models can cost more than 
$100,000. 

Users were asked if they would 
buy their server product again. Of 20 
A viion users polled, 19 said they would 
purchase an A viion again, and one 
answered "Don't know." Although it 
was a small sample, the results clearly 
looked good compared to the other 
competitors, who each had a measur
able percentage saying they would not 
purchase the same brand of server in 
the future. The only negative surveyed 
users mentioned regarding Aviion 
machines is "the dearth of third-party 
applications that run under DG/UX," 
the article states. 

In General is compiled by Robin Perry. If 
you have an item for In General, please 
send it to Robin, c/o Focus magazine, p.o. 
Box 200549, Austin, TX 78720; 512/335-
2286; Fax: 512/335-3083. 

Top Priority: Price/performance 
USERS RATE TOP Rise SERVER LINES IN WHAT THEY SAY IS THE 

MOST IMPORTANT CATEGORY: VALUE FOR THE DOLLAR 

Data General's Aviion 

Hewlett-Packard's 
HP 9000 Series 800 

DEC's DECsystem 5000 

Sun's SPARCserver 10 

IBM's RISC System/ 
6000 Powerserver 

Ratings based on a l·to·l 0 scale, where lOis best. 

~ 
~ 
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Don't 
settle for 

vanilla! 
SYNOPSIS I 

New AOS/VS features allow system managers much more 
flexibility in handling security. 

by Tom Gutnick 
Special to Focus 

Several years before the Soviet Union crumbled, my wife and I 
went there on vacation. I quickly learned to read many of the Russian 
signs, and being an aficionado of certain tasty dairy products, one of 
the first words I learned was morozhenoye-ice cream! I was thrilled 
when, as we were riding the bus from Tblisi airport to our hotel, I 
noticed a big sign for 

MOKOZHENOYE 
-an ice cream parlor! That evening after dinner we went trooping up 
the street to check out this morozhenoye parlor. We found it wasn't like 
choosing from 31 flavors back home. The only choice was whether your 
single scoop of vanilla ice cream would or would not have chocolate 
shavings on top . They even weighed out the ice cream as they 
scooped-in socialist paradise, every customer got exactly his or her 
fair share. And by the way, the ice cream was quite good. 

For a long time the security conscious system manager faced a sim
ilar situation with AOS/ VS: the basic features provided a good founda
tion, but there weren't many choices for customizing. Over the past few 
years, however, a number of new features have been added, allowing 
the system manager much more flexibility in managing the security of 
the system. This article will look at some of these new features and how 
they can be used. 

Start with the vanilla 
Before describing all the newest goodies, let's review what we 
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----------Aos/Vs SECURITY 

already had. Both AOS/VS and 
AOS/VS II meet the C2 evaluation cri
teria, as defined by the National Com
puter Security Center. This means they 
provide discretionary access controls 
that are sufficient to meet the needs of 
the U.s. Department of Defense. The C2 
class is also quite appropriate, by the 
way, for most commercial DP sites. 

Going back to the early days of 
even 16-bit AOS, we've had good iden
tification, authentication, and autho
rization (known as I&A or A&A) capa
bilities. This is a big mouthful, which 
basically encompasses user profile man
agement (through the PREDITOR utili
ty), and the username/password vali
dation performed by EXEC when users 
log on to the system. 

AOS/VS (and I also mean AOS/VS 
II throughout this article, except where 
specifically noted otherwise) has also 
al wa ys had file-access con troIs. 
Through the use of access control lists 
(ACLs) on each file or directory, indi
vidual users can control whether and 
how they share their files with other 
users. And finally, AOS/VS provides a 
number of audit trails, including the 
system log facility (SYSLOG), master 
console log (CONO log), EXEC log, and 
CLI log files. 

Extending file access controls 
I'm sure you already know about 

standard file ACLs, in the format <user
name template>, <privileges>, where 
<username template> can describe a 
single user or multiple users, and 
<privileges> is some combination of 
OW ARE, granting Owner, Write, 
Append, Read, or Execute access. An 
ACL can specify multiple user
name/privilege combinations. A typical 
file ACL might look like this: 

TOM,OWARE,JOHN .. +,R 

In other words, user TOM has full priv
ileges for this file. JOHN has no access. 
Everybody else on the system has read
only access. 

Beginning in AOS/VS II rev 2.00 
we've added Group ACLs-a long
requested feature. Groups offer a sim
ple way of managing access to files that 
are shared by many users, since access 
privileges are determined by group
name instead of individual usernames. 

Focus 

Group ACLs don't replace standard 
ACLs, but rather supplement them. The 
format is: 

<username template>:<group>,<privi
leges> 

and both group and nongroup access 
can be mixed together. For example, a 
file might have an ACL of: 

TOM:OPS,OWARE,+:OPS,WR,+,R 

This means that user TOM, when 
belonging to group OPS, has full access 
privileges to the file. Any other user 
belonging to group OPS has read and 
write privileges, and any other user on 
the system has read-only privileges. 

So how does somebody belong to a 
group? It's really quite easy. Your 
AOS/VS II system has a directory called 
:GROUPS. To create a group, simply 
create a text file (using SPEED, SED, 
SLATE, or other favorite text editor) 
whose name is the name of the group 
you want to set up. 

Each line of text in the file contains 
the usemame of a member of the group. 
(For more information, see chapter 2 of 
the CLI manual.) For a user to actually 
join the group, issue CLI32's GROUP 
LIST command. For example, typing 
GROUPLIST OPS would make me a 
member of group OPS (assuming that 
my username is contained in 
:GROUP:OPS), and my access to the 
file would be granted or denied accord
ingly. 

Note that joining a group is rather 
like wearing a hat. You don't wear a hat 
all the time, and you might wear differ
ent hats depending on what you're 
doing. Similarly with the GROUPLIST 
command, you can effectively remove 
hats and put on other hats as needed. 
And although it may be unwieldy, 
AOS/VS II will even let you "wear" up 
to eight hats simultaneously. 

What's really nice about the whole 
idea of Group ACLs is ease of mainte
nance. As users in your organization 
come and go, you can change the autho
rized membership of a group just by 
editing the file in :GROUPS instead of 
going back to change the ACLs of indi
vidual files. And if you're using groups, 
your ACLs are likely to be shorter and 
simpler. 
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fires, 
Earth~uakes, 

Floo~sl 
1992 brought hurricanes, 

fires, floods, earthquakes and 
more, just about every possible 

disaster that could strike. 
Is your company prepared? 

Data General 
Business Recovery Services 

offers you peace of mind 

If disaster strikes, the same 
professionals who know your 

computers best will fully support 
your disaster recovery, providing a 
wide range of recovery solutions. 

Data General 
Business Recovery Services 
Supports all of Your Needs, 

Including: 

Hot-Site Service through 
established, dedicated hot-sites 

On-Site recovery support 

Computer Operation Relocation 
Service 

Don 't Wait till Disaster Strikes
Call1-800-DATA GEN Today! 

~. Data General 
Where the World is going! 

Circle 22 on reader service card . 
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Figure 1: EXEC custom log-on 

1) The console is enabled as normal: 
CONTROL @EXEC ENABLE 
@CON17. 

2) EXEC displays the log-on banner and 
waits for New-Line to be pressed. 

3) EXEC looks for 
:UTIL:CONSOLE_ CUSTOM_LOGON. 
PRo If it does not exist, then EXEC 
performs the standard log-on process
ing you've known for all these years. If 
it does exist, EXEC will process your 
log-on code instead, as follows. 

4) EXEC creates a process named 
OP:CONx, running the custom-log-on 
program, which has full privileges. 

5) The custom log-on program does 
whatever processing you set it up to 
do, and assuming successful authenti
cation, passes back to EXEC the infor
mation that EXEC needs to put into 
the user's ?PROCESS packet. This 
information would include the initial 
program and initiallPC message, 
process privileges, and the like. 

6) EXEC now creates the standard 
process for the user 
<username>:CONx, running whatever 
program was specified. 

7) At this point, the user is logged on to 
the system, and EXEC just waits for a 
log-off from that console. 

8) On process termination (log-off), if the 
option had been requested by the ini
tial invocation of the custom log-on 
program, EXEC will again create a 
process running the custom log-on 
program, in order to do any desired 
post-processing. 

Figure 2: Sample macro fragment 

O. \\ clean-up from previous 
invocation goes here . . . 
1. (logfile acl/k) 
:secure:[!username) .cli_logfile 
2. 
password/noprompt/read=:secure: 
[!username) .passwd 
3. lock rename delete send log
file 

Figure 3: Modifications to SAMPLE_LOGON.C 

SCMP - Rev. 2.20.00.00 Monday, June 1, 1992 12:01:55 PM 

Comparing :UTIL:LOGON_TOOLKIT:SAMPLE_LOGON.C to SAMPLE_LOGON.C 

Replace lines 713 thru 714 - allow full searchlist 
v----·v 
char searchlist (32) , defacl (32), reexecute-ffisg (32); 

with the following 2 lines. 
v v 
char searchlist [$MXPL*$MXPSL), defacl (32), reexecute-ffisg (32); 

Replace lines 895 thru 898 - invoked CLI with INOCA 
v v 

if( (pipc_fd = open ( iccfn, O_RDONLY ) ) != -1 ) 
if ( !sys_gtacp ( iccfn, user_name, &acO ) ) 

if ( acO && $FARS ) 
length = read ( pipc_fd, pipc_buf,PIPC_SIZE); 

with the following 8 lines. 
v v 
strcpy (pipc_buf, icrog); 
strcat (pipc_buf, " /NOCA," ); 
if ( (pipc_fd = open ( iccfn, O_RDONLY ) ) != -1 ) ( 

if ( !sys_gtacp ( iccfn, user_name, &acO ) ) 
if ( acO && $FARS ) ( 

strcat (pipc_buf, iccfn); 
length = strlen (pipc_buf); 

Replace line 904 
v v 

pipc. iufl 060000 ; 1* $GFEX I I $GFES * 1 

with the following line. 
v v 

pipc.iufl = $RFCF; 1* CLI format message *1 

Replace line 934 - use EXEC's current searchlist for user 
v v 
sprintf ( searchlist, ·:UDD:%s·, user_name ); 

with the following 5 lines. 
v v 
1* Use Exec's current searchlist *1 
acO 0; 
acl = searchlist; 
ac2 = sizeof (searchlist); 
if (sys ($GLIST, &acO, &ac1, &ac2) ) return (acO); 
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Protecting the SYSLOG 
The system log facility (SYSLOG) 

has always provided a good audit trail 
of system resource usage. And since 
full-detail logging was added (in 
AOS/VS rev 6.00), an exhaustive audit 
trail, covering every file open and close, 
every IPC message, and many other 
events, is possible. 

(See "Audit without overload" in 
the November 1990 Focus, and "Audit 
without overload: The story continues" 
in the April 1992 Focus.) 

However, some security-conscious 
managers worry about the possibility of 
an unauthorized user somehow getting 
the password for a privileged profile, 
and then turning off the SYSLOG or 
even deleting the log file. 

And I know some sites that don't 
even trust their authorized system man
agement staff not to do this! (Like my 
boss always used to say, "Just because 
you're paranoid doesn't mean they're 
not out to get you.") 

The answer to this dilemma is com
ing soon. In AOS/VS II rev 3.00 you 
will be able to issue a command of SYS
LOG/PROTECT. You'll want to be sure 
to first turn on the SYSLOG at the 
appropriate level of detail, with any 
exclusion bit-masks set. Once you pro
tect the SYSLOG, it is virtually tamper
proof. It cannot be turned off. The detail 
level can't be changed. The exclusion 
bit-masks can't be changed. The log file 
itself cannot be deleted or renamed, nor 
can it be written to. 

You can, with appropriate file 
access, still read the file to run a report 
against the SYSLOG, but you wouldn't 
be able to use FED, for example, to 
modify any log entries. Once the log is 
protected, the only way to manipulate 
the current log file is to shut the system 
down and reboot. 

Needless to say, you want to be 
sure that you won't run out of disk 
space for the log, as the system will 
panic. If your site generates huge log 
files, you may find it appropriate to 
dedicate a disk drive for that purpose. 

EXEC custom log-on 
EXEC custom log-on provides 

hooks into EXEC so that you can totally 
customize the process of logging on and 
authenticating users . It requ ires 
AOS/VS rev 7.70 or AOS/VS II rev 2.10 
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ARChive 
ntertace Module 

(AIMfM 
Compress CEO Documents With 
Immediate, On-Line Restoration 

As a CEO public application: 
• Relieves the system manager of the responsibl ity to restore user's 

documents. 
• Saves disk space by compressing the files into an ARC® library. 
• Keeps CEO users happy by allowing them to restore their own 

documents. 
• Works either with, or independently of the CEO archiver, and will 

restore documents previously archived to tape. 

Call, Write or FAX for AIM on a 30 Day Approval! 

CORPORATE LICENSES AVAILABLE * 

Data B ank A s socia t es. Inc. 

20010 Century Blvd., Suite 104 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Telephone (301) 540-5562 
or FAX (301) 540-6105 

ARC is 8 registered trademark of System Enhancement Associates, CEO is a registe<ed trademark of Data General Corp. 
· Must also purchase a license for ARC. 

Circle 9 on reader service card. 

MV 15000 MOD 10, CPU Complete ............ $2,750 6299 SiS ...................................................... $1 ,500 
MV 15000 MOD 10, CPU Board .................... 1,500 6300 SIS ........................................................ 1,500 
MV 15000 MID Board ....................................... 750 LAC 12 .............................................................. 250 
MV 2000 4MB, Flpy ....................................... 1,300 oG 70MB Drive (2000 Format) ......................... 400 
MV 20000 Model 2 Upgrade .......................... 4,500 oG 160 MB Disk ............................................... 650 
MV 20000 Loaded .......................................... CALL oG 322MB Disk Drive ....................................... 700 
MV 15000I20000 Floating Point ........................ 950 B600 LPM Printer .............................................. 500 
6239 SIS 592MB ........................... ................. 1,175 Genicom 332013318 Printers ............................ 150 
DG Shadow 500 MB Disk Drives ................... 1,950 32 MB Memory (MV 20000 Style) .................. 4,500 
CSS wl3x 322 MB Disk, Tape SIS ................. CALL AViiON 4300 System Complete ..................... 6,500 
16 MB memory MV 15000 Style .................... 1,450 6236 SlS ....... 65O 0210 .................................. 100 
LAN BOARD (15000Style) ............................ 2,850 0460 ............. 150 0410 .................................. 135 
LAN BOARD (2000 Style) ................................. 450 0411... .......... 175 0211 .................................. 135 
MV4&10Memory2MB ................................... 200 0214 ............. 135 0215 .................................. 150 
STARLAN ...................................................... 1,000 0216 New ..... 365 0412 .................................. 325 
lAC 16 (AS 232) wlTCB 16 ............................... 350 0462+ .......... .400 0463 .................................. 425 
lAC 16 (AS 422) ................................................ 300 oG Desktop 10, 20, 30 .................................. CALL 
lAC 8·2 .............................................................. 200 oataram 16MB (MV 15000) .............................. 650 

Call For Unlisted Equipment 

SYSGEN DG6321 Printer .................... $125 
SPECIAL DG500MBShadow ........... $1 ,950 

12 ELKLAND ROAD, MELVILLE, NY 11747 (516)491-11 00 fax: (516)491-1559 

Circle 32 on reader service card. 
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(or later) . The basic process is pretty 
straightforward (see Figure I, page 8). 

Custom log-on is also available for 
batch processing. The scenario is simi
lar: whenever a batch stream goes 
active, the XBAT batch cooperative 
looks to see whether 
:UTIL:BATCH_ CUSTOM_LOGON.PR 
exists, and if so, uses it in the same way 
as described above. 

Everything you need to use custom 
log-on is already on your system. (It's 
easiest to work with custom log-on with 
the AOS/VS C compiler. However, you 
can work in another high-level lan
guage or Assembler if you're willing to 
put in a bit of extra effort to mediate the 
subroutine calling sequences.) Under 
: UTIL is a directory called 
LOGON_TOOLKIT. The files in this 
directory are: 

• LOGON_TOOLKIT. DOC: the docu
mentation file, describing all the 
toolkit routines and how to use them. 

• LOGON_TOOLKIT.H: a C header 
file, which provides the function pro
totypes. 

• LOGON_TOOLKIT.LB: a library con
taining object files for all the routines. 
This library gets included on the 
command line when linking your 
custom log-on program. 

• SAMPLE_LOGON.C: just what it 
sounds like-the source code for a 
sample custom log-on program. 
Actually, it's even better than that. It 
duplicates EXEC's standard log-on 
functionality, so instead of writing a 
program from scratch, use this one as 
your starting point and save yourself 
lots of work. 

• BUILD_SAMPLE_LOGON.CLI : a 
macro to invoke the C compiler and 
the linker to create the custom log-on 
programs. 

• INST ALL_SAMPLE.CLI: a macro that 

creates links in :UTIL to the sample 
program. As soon as these are in 
place, EXEC begins using them 
immediately-it isn' t necessary to 
bounce EXEC. 

Locking the CLI 
Again, going back to the old AOS 

days, LOCK_CLI was designed to 
secure the master console, by disabling 
a number of commands (such as 
DELETE, XEQ, TERMINATE) unless 
unlocked with the correct password . 
When CLI32 was released, rather than 
create a separate LOCK_CLI32, we put 
the locking functionality directly into 
the standard CLI32, along with some 
improvements: 

• If you lock or unlock without argu
ments, you will be working with the 
default command set, which is the 
same as LOCK_CLI's. But you can 
provide arguments to lock or unlock 
specific commands. 

Data General • Buy • Sell • Trade 
Processors: 
MV40000 32MB ............................................... SAVE $ 
MV30000 Modell .................................................. Call 
MV30000 Models 2.3.4 CPU upgrade .................... Call 
MV20000 Model116MB ............................. : .. SAVE$ 
MV20000 Model216MB ................................ SAVE $ 
MV20000 Modell to Model 2 upgrade ........... SAVE $ 
MV 1500020 upgrade from any system .......... SAVE $ 
MV10000 4MB .................................................. $2.000 
MV8000-11 8MB ..................................................... 900 
MV9500 CPU w/32MB ...................................... 25.000 
MV9600 CPU w/32MB ...................................... 36.000 
AViiON All Models ............................................ SAVE $ 
MV8000 Model 9300 ............................................. 800 
MV7800 4MB 16 slot chassis ............................. 1.900 
MV7800XP 4MB ................................................. 2.900 
MV4000 2MB ......................................................... 700 
MV4000DC 2MB. 120MB. floppy ........................ 1.200 
MV2000 Enhanced 4MB 160 MB disk ................. 3.200 

THOUSANDS of Parts 
For DG Machines 

Processor Options: 
8997 Expansion chassis MV15. 20 ............ ... .500 
8819 Second lac for MV10000 .. ...................... 1.00 
8762 ExpanSion chassis .................................... 1.90 
4543-B MCPl 8 Async 2 Sync DCH Ptr ............. 1.050 
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4380 ISC-2 (Synch) .................................................. $300 
4370 IAC-16 RS232. 20MA. W TCB ............................ 600 
4623 IAC-24 w1TCB-24 ............................................ 3.300 
ANY termserver or tranceiver ......................................... ... 
4367 IAC-8 RS232. 20MA Modem Cnt ....................... 400 
4532-A IlC ............................................................... 2.350 
4560 LAC-12 ............................................................... 450 
4586 ITC-128 terminal controller ............................. 4.950 

Disk Storage Units: 
6161 147MB Disk subsystem ................................... $400 
6236 354MB Disk subsystem ..................................... 600 
6239 592MB Disk subsystem .................................. 1.950 
6329 120MB MV2000/MV1400 ................................... 600 
6363160MB MV2000/MV1400 ................................... 900 
6491 322MB for MV2500 or CSS ............................. 1.300 
6554 662MB for MV2500 or CSS ............................. 1.700 
6581 500MB RAM.S. Disk ......................................... Call 
6720 CSS2 1.0GB Disk subsystem .......................... 7.000 
6685 1.0GB Disk Drive Ala ...................................... 2.700 
2351 Fujitsu w/BMX3 ............................................... 2.500 
6061 /6122 Zebra Disks or Parts ................................ Offer 
Zetaco ARZ and SKS subsystems ............................... Call 
Zetaco laser Disk subsystem ...................................... Call 

Specials 

FAX 6121935-2580 

Circle 20 on reader service card. 

Terminals: 
61650460 Monitor with keyboard ....................... $150 
6166-X 0410 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 120 
6169-X 0211 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 125 
6391 -X 0214 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 140 
6392-X 0216 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 150 
6393-X 0411 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 160 
6394-X 0461 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 250 
65000216 Monitor with keyboard ......................... 210 
6682 0217 Monitor with keyboard ......................... 275 
6567 0412 + Monitor with keyboard ...................... 275 
6683-X d413 Monitor with keyboard ..................... 350 
6568 0462 + Monitor with keyboard ...................... 500 

Tapes: 
6026 80011 600 BPI Brown. FCC compliant ............ 550 
6341-A 1600 BPI Streaming Tape ....................... 1.100 
6299/6300 1600/6250 BPi ..................................... 950 
6586-A Galaxy Tape ............................................ 3.200 
6587-A 1600 BPI Tabletop .................................. 3.900 
6590M 2GB Subsystem ...................................... 2.500 
Megatape 2GB 8mm tape backup ........................... Call 
65886250 BPI Tape ........................................... 8.500 
65896250 BPI Tape ........................................... 8.700 

Printers 
Genicom 
Data prodcucts 
Data South 

annes man Tally 

Memodes 
Data General 

~ and Third party 
." memories available 

___ for all systems 
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• You can lock specific CONTROL 
@EXEC commands . (With 
LOCK_CLI, you couldn't do this, so 
even a locked master console could 
still blow away all your users with 
CX TERMlNA TE or CX HALT.) 

• Whereas LOCK_CLI's password was 
stored in cleartext within 
LOCK_ CLl.PR (and required running 
FED to change it), CLI32's password 
is established for each session, either 
interactively or from an encrypted 
file on disk. And the locking ability is 
available to all users. 

• With the latest releases of CLI32, 
specifying PASSWORD / NOPRO
MPT means that, although the pass
word must be entered correctly to 
unlock the CLI, it isn't necessary for 
locking. 

One handy thing that you can do 
now is disable specific CLI commands 
from a particular user. Many of us used 
to patch the command dispatch table 
within CLI.PR to remove commands, 
but that was an ugly kluge that is no 
longer needed. 

Figure 2 (page 8) shows an exam
ple of a log-on macro that takes advan
tage of these features to accomplish 
some nifty things . (To be able to do 
everything shown in this example 
requires at least AOS/VS rev 7.70 or 
AOS/VS II rev 2.20). 

Line 1 sets a CLI logfile for the 
user, into a directory that presumably 
has an ACL such as "+,AE"-thereby 
allowing users to create files in that 
directory, but not to tamper with or 
look at any other users' files . Line 1 
then sets a null ACL on the log file. The 
end result is that every CLI command 
issued by the user will be logged to that 
file. But the user will be unable to modi
fy the file, either with a text editor or 
with FED. 

Line 2 establishes a password for 
the CLI session. The /READ switch 
indicates that the password is already 
stored, in encrypted form, in a file on 
disk. (The user must have read access to 
this password file, but wouldn' t have 
write or owner access. Presumably the 
user doesn't know what the password 
is-the system manager would have 
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established this .) The /NOPROMPT 
switch means that the password isn't 
required to be entered interactively for 
the next line to work. 

Line 3 locks out some commands, 
so they cannot be invoked by the user. 
Most importantly, since the LOG FILE 
command has been locked out, the only 
way the user could turn off CLI logging 
(assuming he even knew that it was on) 
would be to unlock that command. But 
not knowing the password, he wouldn't 
be able to! 

Protecting CLI's initial IPC 
If you' re reasonably astute or para

noid, you might have realized that the 
one potential flaw with the previous 
example is that a well-timed "c" A 
sequence would allow the user to break 
out of the log-on macro being processed 
by the CLI, and therefore bypass all the 
nifty controls you were trying to estab
lish. 

Well, we even have an answer for 
that-an answer that makes it much 
easier to establish bulletproof log-on 
procedures within the CLI. 

Beginning with AOS/VS rev 7.70 
and AOS/ VS II rev 2.20, you can invoke 
CLI32/ NOCA. The / NOCA switch tells 
the CLI to ignore any "c" A keyboard 
interrupts during processing of the ini
tial IPC message (that is, the log-on 
macro) . The only thing that is a little 
less than straightforward is the fact that 

PREDITOR has no way of specifying 
switches on the initial program. But you 
can get around that with the custom 
log-on feature described earlier in this 
article. 

To save you some work I'll even 
share with you what I've done on my 
own system: Figure 3 (page 8) shows 
the modifications I made to SAM
PLE_LOGON.C. It' s quick and dirty, 
since it hard-codes the initial program, 
but it works. 

Banana splits, anybody? 
By now, I hope you' ve come to 

appreciate all the security features that 
are available- features that give you 
more flexibility and especially more 
control over what your users do . 
Admittedly, there' s some work 
involved in taking full advantage of 
them (isn't there always?), but the pay
offs should be worth it. Certainly, there 
is no longer any reason to settle for 
vanilla. D. 

Tom Gutnick frequently writes for Foclls on 
issues involving system security and perfor
mance. Not so well known is that he has 
received the Silver Scoop Award from Drey
er's and Edy's Grand Ice Cream. He can be 
reached at Data General Corporation, 7927 
Jones Branch Drive, Suite 200, McLean, 
VA 22102; 703 /827-9669; Internet: 
tom..$utnick@dgc.ceo.dg.com. 

IAfew 
possibilities . • • 

I hope you' re already excited about the prospects of using custom log-on. 
But if your attitude is "50 what?", here are a few possibilities: 

• Bypass password checking for selected usernames. This is something I ordinari
ly recommend against, but if you' re providing a read-only bulletin board 
it's handy to be able to log in those users as soon as the username has 
been entered, and not worry about passwords. 

• Implement pass-phrases or pass-algorithms instead of passwords. 

• Establish time-of-day or location restrictions. For example, payroll clerks can
not log on between midnight and 5 a.m., or can only come in through spe-
cific console ports. D. 
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UNIX NOTEBOOK 

Tidbits, technology, 
and buzzwords 

David Novy 

SYNOPSIS 
It's potpourri this month for our Unix 

columnist: What's next with Next? 
Running X-terminals over asynchro

nous modems actually seems to 
work. And you should check out the 

pleasant possibilities offered by 
workgroup software. 

12 

This is the kind of month in which 
nothing specific has come to mind. So I 
thought I would discuss several smaller 
issues. 

What's NeXT? 
The theme of this month' s Focus 

was originally scheduled to be about 
the partnership between Data General 
and ext Computer, Inc. However, 

ext recently announced that it would 
withdraw from the hardware business 
(Unix-based workstations), and its 
future efforts would concentrate on 
bringing its extstep software for the 
Intel platform to market. Since Next 
would no longer be in the hardware 
business, there would not be much for 
the DG sales force to sell. Thus, the 
working relationship between Data 
General and ext ended almost as fast 
as it began. 

I never did understand the ratio
nale for a partnership between DG and 

ext. The ext workstation ran on a 
Motorola 68030 platform. DG sells no 
Motorola 68030-based products. There 
had been some discussion that ext 
would port to the Motorola 88000 plat
form . But when Next decided not to 
port to the 88000, then DG and ext 
had little or nothing in common, except 
for trying to survive in a competitive 
marketplace. 

Running X-Windows on serial lines 
One of the latest hot technologies 

my company has been testing is run
ning X-terminals over asynchronous 
modems. The results have been better 
than expected, although you shouldn't 
expect fast response when doing X
Windows over a serial line. The advan
tage to such a system is that it would 
allow X-Windows users to have the 
same graphical user interface (GUl) 
wherever they happen to be. The tech
nology that makes X-Windows over 
serial lines possible is the new 38.4 KB 
modems, which are capable of running 

the PPP or SLIP data-transfer protocols. 
By the way, if you are looking at X

terminal emulators for your PC, one of 
the best emulators on the market is the 
Hummingbird Communications HCL 
"eXceed" package. This emulator has 
excellent performance, and it also 
works quite well with PC/NFS. There 
are several X-terminal emulator pack
ages on the market that offer good per
formance. However, many are unsatis
factory because of an inability to coexist 
peacefully with PC/NFS. 

Workflow software 
I learned some new buzzwords 

recently-workflow and workgroup man
agement. These are new words to 
describe a subject that has been around 
for years in the engineering community 
as configuration management. I guess 
"managing workgroups" sounds more 
interesting than managing configura
tions . The purpose of these products 
and configuration management prod
ucts is to collect, store, and distribute 
textual and graphical information 
among members of a workgroup. The 
information is organized into data bases 
by means of forms and views. The soft
ware incorporates the benefits of elec
tronic mail, bulletin boards, and confer
encing software, while going beyond 
these systems in functionality . Installa
tions of these systems can connect hun
dreds of users, some of whom may be 
separated by thousands of miles. The 
information handled by these systems 
is usually mission-critical: product 
development, client and project track
ing, and sales and customer service 
information. Preferably, the software 
uses a client-server model. 

One of the market leaders in this 
area is Lotus Corporation, with its 
Lotus otes and cc:mail products. I 
believe that within the next year, these 
products will gain ever-increasing pop
ularity as companies are forced to opti
mize how they handle their corporate 
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information with reduced computer 
operations budgets and smaller com
puter support staffs. A good di cussion 
of workflow application tools and 
Lotus otes can be found in the Febru
ary 22 issue of Info World. 

By now, some readers with long 
memories are asking how I can talk 
about Lotus otes for workflow man
agement when only a few months ago I 
was praising the use of Sherpa for 
doing configuration management, and 
earlier in this article I stated that work
flow management and configuration 
management were similar. 

The answer is that a user of Sherpa 
probably does not need Lotus otes. 
The Sherpa product data manager is 
more robust than that of Lotus otes. 
The definition of a product data man
ager is electronic vault, bill of materi
als, release procedures, and change 
procedures. One can have a very good 
workflow management system, by 
combining a PC, an X-terminal emula
tor, an ethernet connection, a good 
word processor (Microsoft Word, 
Wordperfect, etc.), a good spreadsheet 
program (Microsoft Excel, Lotus 1,2,3, 
etc.), and the Sherpa electronic vault 
running on a Unix file server. Users 
start their particular application pro
grams, check the required documents 
from Sherpa, make the required 
changes, and check the document back 
into Sherpa. The Sherpa structure takes 
care of the relationship among the doc
uments. 

So what does all this mean? 

1) How to maximize the use of cor
porate information is one of the critical 
business issues facing U.S. businesses 
today. Corporations will be spending 
billions of dollars in this area over the 
next 10 years. 

2) Both Lotus otes and Sherpa 
appear to be very useful products for 
workflow management or configura
tion management. 

3) either of these products cur-

David Navy is a technical computer special
ist at 3M ill St . Paul, Minnesota . He is past 
chairman of the AOSjVS special interest 
group, and current chairman of 
NADGUG's SIGjUX. 
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rently runs on a DG computer. 
4) Both of these products have been 

ported to the Unix boxes of DG's major 
competitors. They have been or are 
being ported to PCs and Macintoshes. 

5) There are no market-leading 
commercial software packages for 
workflow or configuration manage
ment running on Data General com
puters. 

UNIX NOTEBOOK 

Another challenge 
John Pilat, formerly the director of 

DG/UX development with Data Gener
al, recently accepted a vice president 
position at Oracle Corporation. Pilat 
played a major role in helping DG/UX 
become one of the best versions of Unix 
on the market today. On behalf of the 
Data General DG/UX Special Interest 
Group, I wish him the best of luck. !J. 

FROM THE COMPANY 
THAT WROTE THE BOOK 
ON MANUFACTURING 
SOFTWARE 

'fIle.rAJ Software Library'" 

Designed by manufacturing people 
and written in manufacturing words-the 
JAI Software Library is in a class by itself. 

Built on a modular baSiS, the Library allows 
you to mix and match as you choose to get a 
fully integrated system that's just right for 
you. And for people who want to customize, 
there's plenty of room for that too. 

You can expect immediate results like 
improved customer delivery, lower invest
ment, greater visability of operations, and 
improved financial controls. All conveniently 
provided by a company with over 18 years 
of hands-on experience. 

To learn more about our vast selection of 
Library programs, give us a call today. 

fA!: Our Experience Speaks Volumes 

r~i 
JACOBSEN r, ASSOCIATES. INC. 

10229 Lower Azusa Road, Temple City, California 91780 

(818) 575-7504 • (818) 283-5347 • FAX (818) 575-7550 

Circle 21 on reader service card. 
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Brian Johnson 

World's Fastest 
MOVE, Part II 

SYNOPSIS I BJ continues building and explain-
ing an alternative to CLI's MOVE 

command . 

:WFMOVE:CONTINUED 
Let's see, where was I? Oh yeah, last month I started 

building an alternative to CLI's MOVE command just to 
demonstrate how files can be moved around more efficiently 
without resorting to cumbersome methods like DUMPing to 
and LOADing from pipe files. Modestly, I called it WFMOVE, 
for World's Fastest MOVE. 

Last month I got as far as the function hierarchy, global 
stuff in the WFMOVE.H file, and the main program, 
WFMOVE.C. Now it's time for some gory details. But before I 
plunge in, I've got one minor cosmetic change, and one minor 
addition that occurred after I wrote last month's column. 

The cosmetic change involves some confusion with the 
word "source." In last month's column I used it to refer both 
to the source code and the source directory, and in retrospect I 
noticed that the phrase "source file" was ambiguous, so I've 
changed from using "source directory" and "source file" to 
"origin directory" and "origin file" in this column and in all 
the source code. For example, "sdpn" is now "odpn" . Sorry for 
the confusion. 

The minor addition was to add a /UPDA TE3LA global 
switch, a call to a function named "init_stla" in WFMOVE.C, 
and add a global Boolean variable to WFMOVE.H named 
"stIa". The "init_stIa" fu nction checks to see if ; a) 
/UPDATE_TLA is not present; b) SUPERUSER is ON; and c) 
if the current system is AOS/VS 7.60 or later, or AOS/ VS II 
1.20 or later. If so, then it sets "stla" (Suppress TLA update) to 
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YES. Later on when I get to the "copy_data" function, I' ll 
check "stla" to see whether I can suppress TLA updating on 
source files . It' s a handy zero-cost feature that I' ve often 
wished CLI's MOVE command supported. 

:MOVE_PLUS.C 
The source code for this function is shown in Figure 3 on 

page 16 (I'm continuing the numbering from last month). In 
simple terms, it opens the current directory, scans all the file
names, decides whether the file is MOVEable, skips if not, or 
invokes either "move_dir" or "move_file" to move it. 

The first order of business is to open the current directory 
in anticipation of scanning its contents. Any problem will 
cause me to report the directory name and skip it. The most 
common problem will be "File access denied" if I don' t have 
read access. 

At this point, a couple of simple potential optimizations 
become apparent. The first one has to do with file- and path
name handling, and the second one involves avoiding path
names in favor of filenames when accessing files. 

A major source of excessive CPU consumption in many 
programs involves massaging string data when it could have 
been easily avoided. In the case of WFMOVE, I could spend a 
lot of time constructing and maintaining origin and destina
tion path names for each filename encountered at each directo
ry level, and repeatedly scanning them to determine their 
lengths. Instead I'm going to use only a single origin and des
tination pathname, and I'm going to just keep track of how 
much of the pathname belongs to each level using a pair of 
pathname length arrays and a depth gauge. 

Upon entry to "move_plus", the "opn" string contains the 
pathname of the current origin directory, and the "dpn string 
contains the pathname of the current destination directory. 
"move_plus" adds a trailing ' ;', if necessary, to both path
names and then uses the remainder of the origin pathname as 
the filename buffer for the ?GNFN system call. In this way the 
only memory-to-memory move needed is to append the file
name to the "dpn" string each time a file is moved, and the 
only scan for string length occurs prior to entering a subdirec
tory. In both cases, only a relatively short filename (32 charac
ters max) is moved and / or scanned. Contrast this with DUMP 
and LOAD that both do massive memory-to-memory moves 
of both pathnames and the data (!!!) being dumped/loaded . 

The second optimization is to avoid using pathnames as 
much as possible in system calls in favor of using filenames. 
The reason for this is that it takes the operating system a 
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whole lot longer to validate a pathname than it does to vali
date a filename. Unfortunately, a process can't be "in" two 
directories at once, so at least 50 percent of the time in our case 
pathnames will be unavoidable. That's part of the reason why 
DUMP and LOAD using a pipe file works a bit better; the 
DUMP and the LOAD processes are positioned in different 
directories so both can just use simple filenames (although I 
suspect they don't fully exploit that fact) . So, in this case I'll 
move through the origin directory subtree using simple file
names, but I'll be forced to resort to full pathnames for the 
destination files. In fact, the only reason that I maintain an ori
gin pathname at all is to use it to report errors associated with 
origin filenames. If I just reported the filename you wouldn't 
know which directory it was in. 

Okay, now I can start scanning filenames using the 
?GNFN system call. Once I have a filename I have to get its file 
status so that I can decide what to do with it. Note that I don't 
want to resolve links; I might be MOVEing the link itself so I 
don't want to follow it to its resolution file. 

Whether or not a file is MOVEable file type is determined 
by a small function called "ismft". The rules are pretty simple. 
DG defines three general classes of file types: system (0 .. 63), 
DG (64 . .127), and user (128 .. 255). 

System files are just what the name implies: links, directo
ries, devices, IPCs, and network files (e.g., HST, RMA, etc.). 
The only MOVEable system file types are LNK, DIR, CPD, and 
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LOU (which I'll have to convert to a CPO). 
DG file types are the things that you're used to seeing all 

the time: UOF, TXT, PRV, STF, etc. All are MOVEable, with 
one exception: pipe files (PIP, type 104). A pipe is not a real 
data file, so I won't be MOVEing them. 

User file types are rarely used. The most common excep
tion is Wordperfect fi les: e.g., 150 is a document, 151 is a 
macro, and 154 is an encrypted document. All are MOVEable. 

Earlier, I cleverly told ?GNFN to read the file name 
directly into the tail end of "opn", but now I have to copy it to 
the end of "dpn" too. Luckily it's only a filename (32 charac
ters or less) so this is an inexpensive copy operation. 

The only decision now is whether this thing is a directory 
or a file. The "isdir" function returns true if the file type is 
DIR, CPO, or LOU. Based on the "isdir" I either invoke 
"copy_dir" or "copy_file" to deal with the messy details. 

After exiting from the ?GNFN loop the next order of busi
ness is to re-terminate both "dpn" and "opn" to the condition 
that they were in upon entry. This effectively removes the 
trailing ' :' that was added upon entry, and in the process it 
removes the last filename that was appended after it by 
?GNFN. 

A check is then made to make sure that I exited from the 
?GNFN loop due to an end-of-file. If not, it's fatal. If I succeed
ed in opening the directory, then the only possible error from 
?GNFN, other than errors related to directory damage, is end-
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Figure 3 - MOVE_PLUS.C 

,. This really improves the code readability .• , 
Hdefine Otyp fstat-pkt.styp_type 

,. Move all the files in the current directory .• , 
void move-plus(void) ( 

16 

int bitbin. ier; 
Boolean ddda=NO;'* True if ':' appended to dpn *' 
char'dfnp; ,. Ptr to filename part of dpn *' 
Boolean odda=NO;'* True if ':' appended to opn *' 
char*ofnp; '* Ptr to filename part of opn *' 
P_FSTAT fstat-pkt; 
P_GNFN gnfn_pkt; 
P_GOPEN gopen-pkt; 

'* Open the current directory. *' 
memset«void*)&gopen-pkt.O.sizeof(P_GOPEN)); 
if (ier & sys_gopen(·=·.-l.&gopen_pkt.&bitbin)) 

warn (opn. ier) ; 
return; 

'* If the last character of the orlgln pathname *' 
'* isn't a dir separator then append ';'. *' 
ofnp = &opn[opnl[depth)); 
if (strchr(·:=@··.·(ofnp-l)) == 0) ( 

*ofnp++ = ' : ' i 
opnl[depth)++; 
odda = YES; 

'* Ditto for the destination pathname . *' 
dfnp &dpn[dpnl[depth)); 
if (strchr(·:=@··.·(dfnp-l)) == 0) ( 

*dfnp++ = ':'; 
dpnl [depth) ++; 
ddda = YES; 

'* Setup the ?GNFN packet .• , 
memset«void·)&gnfn-pkt.O.sizeof(P_GN FN)); 
gnfn-pkt.nfnm = ofnp; 
gnfn-pkt.nftp = DEF; 

'* Process all the files in this directory .• , 
for (;;) ( 

ier = sys_gnfn(gopen-pkt.opch.&gnfn-pkt); 
if (ier) break; 

'* Get the filestatus by filename instead *' 
'* of by pathname: it's a lot faster .• , 
'* DON'T RESOLVE LINKS! ., 
if (ier = sys_fstat(ofnp.BIT1.&fstat-pkt)) 

warn (opn. ier); 
continue; 

'* Skip it if it's not a MOVEable file type. *' 
if (!ismft(Otyp)) continue; 

,. Append the filename to dpn. *' 
strcpy(dfnp.ofnp); 

'* Directory or file? *' 
if (isdir(Otyp)) ( 

move_dir(ofnp. (P_FSTAT_DIR*)&fstat-pkt); 
) 
else ( 

move_file(ofnp.&fstat-pkt); 

'* Restore opn and dpn to same as upon entry .• , 
if (ddda) dpnl[depth)-; opn[opnl[depth) 1 = '\0'; 
if (odda) opnl[depthl-; dpn [dpnl [depth) 1 = '\0'; 

'* Exited from the ?GNFN loop gracefully? *' 
if (ier ! . EREOF) error(opn.ier); 

'* Close the directory. *' 
ier & sys_gclose(gopen-pkt.opch.&bitbin); 
if (ier) error(opn.ier); 

Figure 4 - MOVE_DIR.C 

,. Move a directory .• , 

,. This really improves the code readability. *' 
Hdefine Otyp fstat_dir_pktp->styp_type 
Hdefine Dtyp fstacpkt. styp_type 

void move_dir(char ·fnp. P_FSTAT_DIR 'fstat_dir-pktp) 
Boolean newdir; '* True if a dir was created .• , 

. , 

int fnl.ier; 
characl[$MXACL).·aclp; '* ACL string & ptr *' 

Used to check that dest *f 
file that already exists *' 
is a dir. *' 

P_FSTAT fstat-pkt; ,* ,. 
,* 

'* If fFLAT then ignore it. *' 
if (flat) return; 

,. If 'CONVERT and it's a DIR. make it a CPO. *' 
if (convert && Otyp == $FDIR) { 

Otyp = SFCPD; 
fstat_dir_pktp->smsh = DEF; ' * Huge *' 

'* If it's an LOU and there's no 'LDUS. skip it. *' 
,. Otherwise. convert it to a CPO and move it. *' 
if (Otyp == $FLDU) ( 

if (!ldus) return; 
Otyp = $FCPD; 

f* Maybe get the start time .• , 
if (times) start_secs = hack(); 

,. Make a copy of the directory at the dest .• , 
aclp = (early) ? (NULL) ; (acl); 
if (ier = clone(dpn.fnp.fstat_dir-pktp.aclp)) 

,. Unable to create the file'dir .• , 
if (ier ! = ERFAE) { 

warn (dpn. ier) ; 
return; 

) 
, . Already exists: make sure it's a dir .• , 
ier = sys_fstat(dpn.BIT1.&fstat-pkt); 
if (ier) error(dpn.ier); 
if (! isdir (Dtyp)) ( 

warn(dpn.ERNAD); 
return; 

} 
,. Already exists and is a dir: proceed .• , 
newdir = NO; 

} 
else ( 

,. The directory was successfully created ., 
newdir = YES; 

,. Always report directory names (same as CLIl6) . 

verify~ove(fnp); 

,. Descend into the directory. *' 
if (ier = sys_dir(fnp)) 

warn (opn. ier); 
return; 

) 
depth++; 

,. Update the path lengths for the new depth. 'f 
fnl = strlen(fnp); 
dpnl[depth) = dpnl[depth-l) + fnl; 
opnl[depth) = opnl[depth-ll + fnl; 

,. Recursively process the sub-directory .• , 
move-plus(); 

,. Climb out .• , 
if (ier = sys_dir(···)) error(opn.ier); 
depth-; 

,. It's safe to set the new directory *' 
, . ACL now if we didn't do it earlier .• , 
if (!early && newdir) { 

if (ier = sys_sacl(dpn.acl)) warn(dpn.ier); 
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Figure 5 • CLONE.C 

/* Clone a file. */ 

/* These really improve the code readability. */ 
"define Otyp fstat-pktp->styp_type 
"define Ofmt fstat-pktp->styp_format 

/* If aclp is NULL, set the ACL. Otherwise use */ 
/* DEFACL and return the real ACL to the caller */ 
/* who will presumably set it later. */ 
int clone(char *newpn, char *oldpn, 

*/ 

*f 

*f 

*f 

*/ 

FoC/ls 

P_FSTAT *fstat-pktp, char *aclp) 
characl_Ir[SMXACL]; /* ACL string or */ 

/* link resolution */ 
P_CREATE_DIR cre_pkt; /* ?CREATE packet */ 
int ier; / * AOS [/VS] error code * / 
Ushort uda [SLNUD]; /* User Data Area * f 

/* MOVE'able file type? This is defensive: */ 
/* move-plus() has already checked this, but you */ 
f* might want to recycle this function for use */ 
/* in some other program. */ 
if (!ismft(Otyp» return ERIFT; 

/* Only links lack an ACL, check for it. */ 
if (Otyp == SFLNK) { 

/* Get the link resolution. *f 
cre pkt.cacp acl_Ir; 
if (ier = sys_glink(oldpn,acl_lr») return ier; 

else { 
/* Get the ACL. *f 
if (aclp) { 

/* Caller wants to set ACL later. */ 
cre-pkt.cacp = DEF; 

else { 
f* I'm gonna set the ACL: use my buffer. 

aclp = cre-pkt.cacp = acl_Ir; 
] 

if (ier = sys_gacl(oldpn,aclp)) return ier; 

f* Use ?FSTAT packet to build the ?CREATE packet. 

cre_pkt.cftyp_format = Ofmt; f* Rec fmt *f 
cre-pkt.cftyp_entry _ Otyp; f* File type *f 
cre-pkt.chfs fstat-pktp->scps;f* Rec len or hfs 

cre_pkt.ctim &fstat_pktp->stch;f* CTIME sub-pkt 

cre-pkt.cmsh fstat-pktp->sdeh;f* Elem size or */ 
f* max CPO size 

cre-pkt.cmil = fstat-pktp->smil;f* Max indices */ 
cre-pkt.cmrs = 0; f* Reserved *f 

/* Create the clone *f 
if (ier = sys_create(newpn,&cre-pkt» return ier; 

f* If we cloned a LNK then we're done *f 
if (Otyp == SFLNK) return 0; 

/* Check for a UDA; if it exists then copy it *f 
if (fstat-pktp->ssts & SFUDA) { 

if (ier sys_rduda{oldpn,uda») return ier; 
if (ier sys_cruda(newpn) return ier; 
if (ier = sys_wruda(newpn,uda) return ier; 

f* Copy the PERMANENCE attribute *f 
if (fstat-pktp->ssts & SFPRM) { 

if (ier = sys_satr(newpn,l» return ier; 

f* That's All Folks! */ 
return 0; 
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of-file. 
Finally I close the directory and exit. An error on a close 

can only occur as a result of a hard disk error, or during 
debugging if I supplied a bogus channel number; any error is 
fatal. 

:MOVE_DIR.C 
This function is relatively easy because no data need to be 

moved: I just need to replicate the subdirectory at the destina
tion, if it doesn't already exist, and then process it recurSively. 
The source code is shown in Figure 4 (on page 16). The error
handling strategy is to just report any problems and return to 
the caller. This effectively causes the subdirectory and any 
underlying structure to be bypassed. 

The first step is to see if /FLAT was specified. If so, I just 
skip the directory and return. 

If /CONVERT was specified and the directory is a DIR, 
then I change it to an infinite size CPO and proceed. 

If it's an LOU and /LDUS was not specified, I just skip 
the directory and return. 

If cloning a c6py of the directory at the destination fails 
for any reason other than that the directory already exists, I 
just report the fact and return. If the error was that it already 
exists, I simply ignore the fact and proceed (as with CLI16's 
MOVE and LOAD and CLI32's MOVE, but unlike LOAD_II 
which issues an annoying warning before proceeding) after 

verifying that the destination is in fact a directory type file. If 
it's not, I report the fact and return. 

If /VERIFY, I report the name of the directory whether 
or not I had to create it. The "verify_move" function simply 
reports the origin filename, indented two spaces for each 
level on the depth gauge. 

Processing the subdirectory is relatively easy: I bump the 
depth gauge, compute the pathname lengths for the new 
depth (here's the only use of the "strlen" function), enter the 
directory, call the "move_plus" function recursively, climb 
back out, and decrement the depth gauge. Any problem pro
cessing the subdirectory causes the error to be reported and 
the directory skipped. 

Now, a subtle point. Why is the default to wait until 
after processing the subdirectory to set the ACL of the desti
nation directory, if I had to create it? As it happens, this is the 
same logic used by CLI16's built-in MOVE, LOAD, and 
DUMP commands, and by CLI32's built-in MOVE command 
and the LOAD_II.PR utility. That doesn't necessarily mean 
that it's a good idea, and that's why I've included a/EARLY 
switch. If you want to see what happens when ACLs are set 
at the point that the file or directory is created, just use the 
/EARL Y switch. 

Anyway, here's the problem with the default scheme for 
setting ACLs: suppose you dump FOO:#, where the ACL of 
FOO is +,RE. When you go to MOVE or LOAD the files and 
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create the new FOO directory, you wouldn't be able to create 
any files underneath it if you set the ACL to +,RE immediately 
and weren't a SUPERUSER. The easy solution is to use your 
own default ACL when creating a new file or directory, and 
then hold off setting the real ACL until you're done with it. 
The downside is a quirk you've no doubt encountered a few 
times : an interrupted MOVE or LOAD leaves the ACLs 
messed up on all directories that have been created, but not 
yet climbed out of, and on the file that was being MOVEd or 
LOADed at the time of the interruption. 

:CLONE.C 
This is a cute and very handy function . It makes a fine 

addition to any utility programmer's private library. Given a 
new pathname, an old filename, and an ?FSTAT packet, it cre
ates the new pathname as an exact replica of the old filename, 
except for TLM and TLA. The procedure is pretty straightfor
ward. The source code is shown in Figure 5. 

First it checks to see if the file is a LNK or not. If it's a link 
it gets the link resolution, otherwise it gets the ACL. If it gets 
the ACL it either reads it into a caller-supplied ACL buffer so 
the caller can set it later (remember the curious ACL problem 
described earlier?), or it reads it into a local buffer so it can set 
it immediately as part of the ?CREATE system call. 

The next step is to use the ?FST A T packet to fill in the 
?CREATE packet and create the file. 

If the file was a link then I'm done, otherwise I have to 
check the status word in the ?FSTAT packet to see if the file 
has a User Data Area (UDA), and create and copy it if it does. 
UDAs are typically associated with forms files and Infos 
index and data base directories and volumes. 

Finally, I check the status word in the ?FSTAT packet to 
see if the origin file is permanent, and if it is then I set the per
manence attribute on the new file. 

Not that wasn't so bad, was it? 

:TO_BE_CONTINUED 
Next month I'll cover the final two major functions: 

"move_file" and "copy_data". Then we can take this thing 
for a little spin around the disk and see how reliably it 
performs before installing some ultra-high-performance 
modifications. tl. 
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Tim Boyer 

CALLing all programs • • • 

How many programs do you have that contain files 
SYNOPSIS I 

that are infrequently used? That's how many candi
dates you have for a CALl. 

I just finished using the CALL facility to write a simple note-appending a 
program for order entry. Naturally, as soon as I finished, I came up with a much 
more elegant way of accomplishing the same thing using Screen Demon. 

But it occurred to me that I've never seen a simple write-up of a CALL, and the 
Screen Demon solution would make for a good example of what can be done with 
that product. Therefore, this column. 

Our sales department people sometimes need to make notations on the orders 
they enter that will be read by the billing department when they bill the shipment. 
We had been using post-it notes, which worked well enough-as long as they 
didn' t get torn off, or accidentally placed on the wrong order. 

But as long as we' re on the computer, sales said, why can't we just type the 
note while we' re entering the order? Made sense to me. 

Then they threw in the kicker- they'd like to be able to enter this note at any 
input field in the program. 

Since this note-entering was going to be a relatively infrequent occurrence in a 
number of programs (order entry, order change, order inquiry, and so on), it 
seemed to be tailor-made for the CALL routine. 

To begin with, I needed to rewrite the programs with a common routine on all 
inputs to check for the particular function key that's going to call this subpro
gram. I decided on F4, since all of my programs use Fl for the help key. So instead 
of this: 

DISPLAY ITEM-1, ACCEPT ITEM-1 . 
ACCEPT ESCAPE-CODE FROM ESCAPE KEY. 
IF ESCAPE-CODE = ESCAPE-KEY 

GO TO EXIT-DATA-ENTRY 
ELSE DISPLAY VALUE-ITEM-1 . 
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all of my input statements would look 
something like this: 

DISPLAY ITEM-1 , ACCEPT ITEM-1. 
PERFORM COMMON-ESCAPE
PARA. 
IF ESCAPE-CODE = ESCAPE-KEY 

GO TO EXIT-DATA-ENTRY 
ELSE DISPLAY VALUE-ITEM-1 . 

COMMON-ESCAPE-PARA. 
ACCEPT ESCAPE-CODE FROM 
ESCAPE KEY. 
IF ESCAPE-CODE = F4-KEY 

CALL "ORDER_NOTES" USING 
PASSING-ORDER-DAT A. 

The only danger in using the CALL 
statement is if you've become a lazy 
ICobol programmer-like me-and you 
don't initialize your program's vari
ables. All variables will remain as they 
were when the program last exited. If 
you're trying to keep track of some
thing like line numbers, as I am in this 
program, then this particular feature is 
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SCREEN TEST 

a blessing rather than a curse. 
The data are passed using an 01 or 

77-level item in the sending program, 
and corresponding item in the LINK
AGE SECTION in the receiving pro
gram. For this program, I'm trying to 
pass along the order number and pro
gram name. The calling program has 
this in WORKING-STORAGE: 

01 PASSING-ORDER-DATE. 
03 PASSING-ORDER-NUMBER 

PIC 9(6). 
03 PASSING-PROGRAM-NAME 

PIC X(28) . 

and the receiving: 

LINKAGE SECTION. 
01 PASS-ORDER-DATA. 

03 PASS-ORD-NUMBERPIC 9(6). 
03 PASS-PROGRAM-NAMEPIC 
X(28) . 
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AVIION SMO DISK ORIVE ................... 3.000 6236·A 354MB DISK DRIVE .................. 250 
MV1000 4MB. 179MB. TAPE .............. 2.5oo 6299 or 6300 TAPE S/S ...................... 1.000 
MVl5120 16MB MEM PCB ................. 1.500 6594 400 CPS PTR OEMO .................. 1.750 
MV15120 32MB MEM PCB ................ .4.000 443480 COL PRINTER ............................ 75 
MV15120 FPU 8991 ............................... 800 4327 300LPM BAND PTR ...................... 350 
MV15120 MID PCB R61 ...................... 2.000 DIP B610 SERIAL PTR ....................... 1.300 
MVloooo COMPLETE ............................ 600 01216. WIBARCOOE OPT ..................... 375 
0/461 WIKYBO ...................................... 250 01215 WIBARCOOE OPT ....................... 275 
0/411 WIKYBO ...................................... 175 01216. AMBER WIKYBO ....................... 175 
0/460 WIKYBO ...................................... 145 01216 MODEL 2 WIKYBO ...................... 175 
0/410WIKYBO ...................................... 100 0/470C COLOR CRT .............................. 375 
01214 WIKYBO ...................................... 100 MVloooo CPU BOARD SET .................. .400 
01215 WIKYBO ...................................... 125 MV4000 CPU BOARD SET ..................... 100 
0/413 AMBER UNUSEO ......................... 490 4327·A 300LPM BAND PTR .................. 300 
0/412+ WIKYBO .................................... 250 4518 OR 6321 PTR ................................ 150 
0/412 WIKYBO ...................................... 225 01216.E PHROM ................................... loo 
0/412+. 01216+ PHROM ....................... 100 SI140 256KB MEMORY ......................... 1 00 
0/216 WIKYBO ...................................... 160 Sl140 1 MB MEMORY ........................... 25O 
0/462 WIKYBO ...................................... 300 PARTS FOR DESKTOP SERIES .......... CALL 
DESKTOP 10, 20. 30 ........................... CALL NOVA 4 MEMORY ............................... CALL 
NOVA 4 CPU 12785 ............................... 150 0/470C CRT'S AND PARTS 
6026 TAPE DRIVES AND PARTS DATA PRODUCTS B300 PARTS 
6125 TAPE DRIVES ANO PARTS MV1000 LAC 1612 RS422 ...................... 8oo 
lAC 24 WITCB ..................................... 2.500 MV15120000 MID BOARD REV 63 ...... 2.000 

ASSET REMARKETING CORPORATION 
1103 S. Cedar Ridge Drive 
Duncanville, Texas 75137 

(214) 296-9898 (800) ARC-9993 
FAX 296-9651 

Circle 2 on reader service card. 
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Peach of a Deal 
Worldwide - Everyday 
on Data General Hardware 

"DO ONE THING WELL" 
For over 16 years we have specialized in Data General hardware 
and only Data General hardware. Over 10,000 domestic and 
International repeat customers can't be wrong. 

! THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS! 

6681-HA 500 MB RAM disk ........................... $1 .900 AViiON AV4300 Loaded ....................... .45% off List 

MV 15000 Model 8 complete .......................... $1 .950 MV 7800 XP 10MB ........................................ $1.700 

4596 LB 615 600LPM ..................................... $3.500 CSSII Chassis wI HRMC Host Adapter ......... $4.200 

0216 CRT wlKlB ............................................... $159 lAC 24 w/KlB ............................................. ... $2.900 

Take 
the Disk 
Equivalent 
of ... 

Call Today! 
1-800-229-2897 

Ask for our free product guide. 

Circle 6 on reader service card . 

ARC® 
COMPRESS and Library Files 

And 
Reduce it 
to this. 

Now Available for 
UNIX*, AOS/VS, MS-DOS, OS/2 

Libraries are Compatible on ALL Platforms! 
Backup to Tape still available for AOSIVS. 

TurboTran™ 
Xmodem/Ymodem Protocol 

provides ERROR-FREE file transfer to and from ANY PC. 
using almost any emulator. at speeds up to 38.000 baud. 

The Smart Connection™ 
Complete PC integration with SmarTerm'· products and 
perfect integration with CEO. 

CORPORATE LICENSES AVAILABLE 

Data Bank A ssociates. Inc. 

• Programmed Specifically !Of 88K and !he DG AViION. 

20010 Century Blvd., Suite 104 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

Telephone (301) 540-5562 
or FAX (301) 540-8105 

.. -.... 
ARC ~. regoSiefed Iradernark 01 System EMancemeaI AssoCIaieS. Smat T eon ~ a regostered bademar1< 01 Pmoft % CEO ~ a regoSiered Iradernark 01 Dala GeneIaI Corp. 

Circle 8 on reader service card. 

To make the programs work, I simply 
MOVE ORDER-NUMBER TO PASS
ING-ORDER_NUMBER, do an 
"ACCEPT ENVIRONMENT ... " to get 
the program name, and use the CALL 
described above. 

I won't spend too much time 
describing the ORDER_NOTES pro
gram, because there's not a lot to it. The 
program is basically a large ACCEPT 
statement that does some additional 
line positioning when a note is append
ed to, and writes out a file with the 
order number as the key. 

When the clerk begins to bill the 
shipment, BILL_OUT_ORDERS does a 
CALL to ORDER_NOTES. Here's 
where I use that program name field . If 
no note exists, and the call is from the 
billing program, ORDER_NOTES sim
ply falls through and returns without 
displaying anything. 

Otherwise, a window pops up and 
the note displays. From the other pro
grams, of course, a note is created. 

This way, one program will suffice 
for creating, modifying, and display
ing the notes. Since billing may want 
to look at the note at any time during 
the process, I also rewrote that pro
gram with a common function-key rou
tine. 

So you write it, and test it, and it 
works just fine. You call your boss over, 
and with a smile you test it again. And 
it fails with a file access 91 , and your 
boss gives you this look. 

Here's what happened, and I had 
to have Gerry Manning point this out to 
me at a NADGUG conference. The 
CALLed program is not closing files for 
you. This is one of the reasons that this 
process can be so efficient. The first 
time through, the program opens your 
order notes file, you write to it, and do 
the return. 

The next time the program is 
called, it opens your order notes file
oops, that file' s already open. File
access error. Funny look from immedi
ate superior. 

Luckily, there's an easy fix . Initial
ize your file status variable like so: 

77 ORDER-NOTES-ST A TUS 
PIC X(2) VALUE SPACES . 

Then, your OPEN statement is: 
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____________ SCREEN TEST 

So you write it, and test it, and it works 

just fine. You call your boss over, and with a smile 

you test it again. And it fails with a file access 91, 

and your boss gives you this look. 

IF ORDER-NOTES-STATUS = 

SPACES 
OPEN 1-0 ORDER-NOTES-FILE. 

The first time through the program, the 
status will be spaces. The next time
remember, variables keep their value
the status will be "00", and the OPEN 
will be skipped. 

There's the plain vanilla ICobol 
solution. After I did all of these 
changes, while paging through the 
Screen Demon manual, I discovered a 
way of doing the CALL from any input 
without having to rewrite the programs 
to use a common escape routing. This 
way, by using Screen Demon's hot key 
feature, all you need to do is add five 
lines to any program. 

Screen Demon allows (demands!) 
modifications to its SD_ICX_CON
FIG.5R file. This file contains the time
out values, screen blanking parameters, 
key translations, and-most important
ly, for our purposes-names of hot key 
programs. 

I've got my version of PASS in 
there, ready to come up at the press of 
the CTRL-F9 key. Why couldn't I put 
ORDER_NOTES on the hot key list, and 
have it pop up, say, when I press 
CTRL_N? This would eliminate the 
need for a common escape routine. 

In order to accomplish this, I added 
the following lines to my 
SD_ICX_CONFIG.5R file, and reassem
bled it. 

; On CTRL-N, call the order notes 
program 

Focus 

HOT_KEY 14 
ICOBOL ORDER_NOTES 
SAVE_SCREEN 

This modification took care of the pop
up program. Now, there were only two 
problems. 

One was how to get the order num
ber to a hot keyed program, the other 
how to avoid having the 
ORDER_NOTES program pop up over, 
say, the employee maintenance pro
gram, with the ensuing disastrous 
results. 

Since this is a hot key program, it 
can't contain a LINKAGE section (a 
Screen Demon restriction) . I could write 
the information to disk in one program 
and read it in another, but there's a sim
pier way. 

Screen Demon has a call, 
SD]UT _VALUE, that allows for inter
program communication without the 
restrictions of the LINKAGE section. 
The syntax is: 

CALL "SD_PUT_VALUE" USING 
item-name, item-value, item-length. 

where item-name is a PIC X(n) field 
containing the exact name of the vari
able, ending with a space, item-value is 
a PIC X(n) field containing the value of 
the item, and item-length is a PIC 9(4) 
COMP field containing the length of the 
field. The code looks like this 

77 SD-ORDER-NUMBER-NAME 
PIC X(16) VALUE "SD-PRDER-NUM-
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another 
program? 

DataGen 
Cobol Screen Program 

Generator 

LIMITATIONS 
up to: 

8 Files per Program 

8 Screens per File 

15 Alternate Keys per File 

OPTIONS 
File Record Locking 

Program Time Outs 

User Defined Function Keys 

FEATURES 
Group Accepts 

1 Dimensional Arrays 

Works with Existing Files, 
Selects, FD's 

Easy to Customize 

Productivity Systems 
Development Corporation 

P.O. Box 1931 

Summerville, SC 29484 

803-851-6577 
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SCREEN TE5T ___________________ _ 

BER ". 
77 SD-ORDER-NUMBER-VALUE 

PIC X(6) . 

MOVE ORDER-NUMBER TO 
SD-ORDER-NUMBER-VALUE. 

CALL "SD_PUT_VALUE" USING 
SD-ORDER-NUMBER-NAME, 
SD-PRDER-NUMBER-VALUE, 
SD-ORDER-NUMBER-LENGTH. 

77 SD-ORDER-NUMBER-LENGTH 
PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE 6. 

I' m assigning order numbers sequen
tially and automatically, so before my 
fir t ACCEPT statement, this appears: 

After that, at any ACCEPT, a CTRL-N 
will send the user into my hot-key pro
gram, ORDER_NOTES. 

The secret for success in 
managing a data processing 
facility is finding and using 
the best System Software. 

DataLynx is your source 
for system security 
management tools 
around the world. 

and 
from 

GUARDIAN - The de-facto worldwide standard for 
profile and access security software. Now available 
for AOSNS, DG/UX, Sun, mM, HP, ICL and Dell. 

ProGUARD - Protects your application environment 
by controlling and monitoring all program execution. 

SCREEN DEMON - Hot-keys, pop-up windows, e
mail and more for AOSNS programs from Threshold. 

THE ULTIMATE - The INFOS maintenance, 
management and inquiry tool from Le Software Man. 

UMTB - The complete AOSNS and UNIX system 
management and scheduling package from SYSINFO. 

AR C, AIM & TURBOTRAN - The complete set of 
data compression and PC transfer utilities from DBA. 

DataLynx 6659 Convoy Ct. - San Diego, CA 92111 
(619) 560-8112 - FAX (619) 560-8114 

Circle 14 on reader service card . 
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Naturally, where there's a 
SD]UT_ VALUE call, there's a 
SD _ GET _ V ALUE call. Trust me, the 
syntax is comparable. 

In ORDER_NOTES, this retrieves 
my order number, which once again is 
the file's key. 

One more Screen Demon call, and 
we're ready to go. Let's find out where 
we're coming from. 

The SD_GET_HOT_CALLED_
FROM_NAME puts the calling program 
into a string, and we can then check to 
be sure it's a valid calling program: 

CALL"SD _GET_HOT _CALLED JROM 
_NAME" USING HOT-CALLED
FROM-STRING. 

IF HOT-CALLED-FROM-STRING = 

"BILL_OUT _ORDERS" 
PERFORM DISPLAY -EXISTING
NOTES, 

ELSE IF HOT-CALLED-FROM-STRING 
= "ORDER_INQUIRY" OR 
"ORDER_ADD" 
OR "ORDER_CHANGE" 
PERFORM ENTER-OR-ADD-TO
NOTES, 

ELSE PERFORM EXIT-PROGRAM. 

Since this particular hot-key program is 
treated by Screen Demon exactly the 
same as a CALL, those warnings and 
techniques also apply here-be sure 
you're not opening files more than once, 
and also remember to initialize your 
variables. 

So, there are the basics of a CALL. 
It's easy, it's extremely resource-effi
cient (and will become even more so, if 
ICobol II will hold some of these vari
ables in memory instead of writing 
them to disk), and it's terribly under
used. 

How many programs do you have 
that contain files that are infrequently 
used? 

That's how many candidates you 
have for a CALL. d 

Tim Boyer is EDP Manager at Denman 
Tire Corporation. He may be reached at 400 
Diehl South Road, Leavittsburg, OH 44430; 
phone 216/898-2711 or fax 216/898-5256, 
on the NADGUG bulletin board at 
415/924-3652, or on the CSC bulletin board 
at 800/DASH-CSC. 
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_____________________ MIGRATION 

Focus 

Your/path/directory 
to Unix 

SYNOPSIS I 
H istory has taught that revolutions are usually bloody. At the very 

least, migrating to Unix involves overcoming obstacles. But by 
adopting an organized approach, you can protect the financial 

and personal investment you've already made. 

by Phil Goodwin 
Special to Focus 

As a boy growing up I dreamed of a 
career as a professional basketball play
er in the NBA. As I grew older, there 
were really only three things that pre
vented me from attaining this goal: I 
was too short, too slow, and couldn't 
shoot. 

Recently, I have found an ironic 
similarity between my youthful imagin
ings and VS Cobol/Infos shops consid
ering open systems . They hear a lot 
about the glamour of Unix, and there 
are also three barriers: time, money, and 
effort. Fundamentally, no one really dis
putes the benefits of vendor indepen
dence, high price / performance, and 
lower maintenance costs. Plus, seeing 
the sizzling performance statistics of an 
Aviion will cause just about any DP 
mouth to drool. But in an ever more 
competitive economy with finite 
resources, businesses cannot move to 

DATA INVESTORS CORPORATION 
COMMUNICATIONS 

4623 IAC-24 WfTCB ......................................... S2.9OO 
4370 IAC-16 RS-232 WfTCB-16 ........................... 350 
4368 IAC-8 RS-232 WfTCB-8 ............................... 250 
4370·A IAC·16 RS-422 WfTCB·16 ........................ 250 
4368·A IAC·8 RS·422 WfTCB·8 ............................ 250 
4380 ISC-2 ............................................................ 150 
4560 LAC-12 ......................................................... 450 
4561 LSC MV 12000 ............................................... 250 
4543·B MCP-l ....................................................... 950 
4463ZT USAM-4 DESKTOP ................................. 150 
4532 ILC W/ACCESSORIES ............................. 1.900 

SYSTEMS & PROCESSORS 
MVI20000 MODl 8MB ..................................... $8,400 
8952 MV/l5000 MOD-8 8MB ............................. 1.900 
MOD-20 CPU BOARD UPGRADE REV.79 ....... 3.500 
8994 IOC·213 MV20000 .................... ................... .600 
MV10000 CPU·O·MEM .................................... ..... 9OO 
8888 MVI7800XP 4MB .................................... ... 4.800 
MVI7800XP 4MB CPU BOARD ......................... 4.400 
MVI7800 4MB CPU BOARD ................................. 900 
91547 MVI2OOO4MB 160 DISK TAPE NEW STYLE .. 2 .400 
8760 MVl4000 2MB ............................................ 1.400 
8no S/280 2MB WIBMC ...................................... 800 
8678N Sl140 256KB .............................................. 9OO 
DESKTOP SYSTEMS & PERIPHERALS .......... CALL 
005-15633 Sl140 BMC MOD ............................. 1 ,400 
Exide 3 K VA UPS ............................................. 1.800 

247 Huyler Street 
So. Hackensack, NJ 07606 

(201) 343-8875 
FAX# (201) 489-5633 

DISK DRIVES & MAG. TAPE 
6239 592MB ARGUS SIS ................................ $1 .700 
6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ..................................... 900 
6581 500MB RAMS DISK SIS ........................... 3.800 
6581 -A 500MB RAMS DISK ADD ON ................ 2.700 
6461 CSS 130MB TAPE 322 & 234 DISKS ...... .4.200 
6161147MB WINCHESTER S/S ....................... l .l00 
6554 662MB FOR CSS ...................................... 2.300 
6491 322MB FOR CSS ......................................... 850 
6446 234 MB FOR CSS ....................................... 500 
6329 120MB MVI2000 ................................ .......... .450 
6363 160MB MVI2000 .............. ................ .. ........... 750 
6100 25MB WINCHESTER Wl128 ....................... 900 
6300/6299 1600/6250 MAG TAPE SIS .............. 1.900 
6026 DUAL MAG TAPE SIS BROWN ................... 850 
6123 MICRO STREAMER BROWN ...................... 400 
6270 DESKTOP CARTRIDGE TAPE .................... 450 
6125 STREAMER MAG TAPE SIS ...................... .400 
BMX-3 CONTROLLER ....................................... l .l00 
BMX 2 CONTROLLER .......................................... 950 
005·2169/6299/6300 CONTROLLER .................... 300 

MEMORIES 
80108 32MB MV/95OO/9600 ............................. $9.500 
8990-0 16MB MVI20000/15000 ......................... 1.200 
8990·C 8MB MVI20000/15000 .............................. 400 
8939 MVI7800XP 4MB .......................................... 500 
8871 8MB MVl4000/10000 .................................... 800 
8927 4MB MVI2000 NEW STYLE ...................... 1.150 
8870 4MB MVl4000/10000 .................................... 450 
8765 2MB MVl4000/10000 .................................... 200 
8940 10MB MVI7800XP ..................................... 2.500 
8708 2MB MV/8000 ............................................... 200 
8754 512KB S/140 ................................................ 300 
8687 256KB Sll40 ................................................ 200 
8387 256KB NOVAl4 ............................................ 200 
8656 256KB ECLIPSE .......................................... 200 
DESKTOP MEMORy ........................................ CALL 

TERMINALS & PRINTERS 
0·216. 0-412. 0-462. D·470C ............... Slart al $150 
0-214. 0 ·215. 0-411 . 0·461 . D·220C ...... Start at 130 
0-210. 0-211 . 0-410. D·460 ..................... Start at 100 
Bl000 PRINTER ................................................ 2.800 
4364 600 LPM BAND SIS .................................. 1.600 
4327 300 LPM BAND SIS ..................................... 900 
6215180 CPS PRINTER ...................................... 500 
4433150 CPS PRINTER ...................................... 400 
4434160 CPS PRINTER ................................... , .. 500 
GENICOM MOD #3180 ......................................... 325 
6475 12 PPM GRAPHICS LASER ........................ 950 
4374 1200 LPM SIS ........................................... 1.900 

Data Investors is a worldwide special ist is Data General Equipment. We have been buying and selling 
pre-owned Data General Equipment for 16 years. All equipment is shipped from our facilities, thoroughly 
tested and guaranteed el igible for Data General Maintenance. 
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More Splash 
For Less Cash 

Whether you're buying a new 
system or improving performance 
of an existing one, consider our 
memory value. 

You probably bought Data 
General because you got more 
processing power for your dollar. 
Well, SCIP memory will 
complement your choice by 
providing you even more splash 
for less cash. 

We design and manufacture a full 
line of memory for DG systems. 

MV3200, 3500, 3600 
MV5500 & MV5600 

MV7800XP 
MV9300,9500,9600 
MV15000, MV18000 
MV20000 mod 1 & 2 
AViiON Servers and 

Workstations 

Bottom line ... 
,/ a fraction of the cost 
,/ 100% compatible 
,/ lifetime warranty 
,/ accepted by DG service 
,/ trial evaluation 

. . . so give us or your dealer a 
call for value .. . 

(310) 282-8700 
FAX (310)839-4464 

SCIP 
441 S. Beverly Dr. #2 

Beverly Hills, CA 90212 
Circle 29 on reader service card . 

MIGRATION ___________ _ 

Unix simply because it's fashionable . In 
fact, the nature of proprietary software in 
traditional systems creates a big barrier 
requiring significant direct cost savings to 
justify the "brute force" rewrites previ
ously needed to gain the benefits. 

When our company began address
ing VS CoboliInfos migrations, we talked 
to a wide variety of shops. The discus
sions revealed some common themes. 
First, the typical shop's investment in 
applications is enormous. Often tens of 
thousands of man-hours have been spent 
creating applications that address the 
company's unique situation. After years 
of sweat, the applications finally are 
tweaked just right. Throwing them out is 
money down the drain. 

This brings up the second commonal
ity. Most companies are satisfied with the 
state of their applications and don' t relish 
rewriting them. Lower hardware mainte
nance fees rarely justify the cost of 
rewrites and license fees-even with the 
productivity promise of fourth-generation 
languages (4GLs). Select another flavor of 
Cobol, and you risk spending more man
years just to arrive at the functionality 
that you already had achieved. 

Third, both programmers and 
users are comfortable with the system, 
warts and all. New applications mean 
retraining everyone, plus implementing 
new procedures. 

And fourth, VS Cobol shops are 
concerned about the future . Most DP 
managers concede that the Unix life 
cycle is on the way up, while AOS/VS 
has, at best, peaked. They want to avoid 
being painted into a comer by old tech
nology. 

After examining many VS 
Cobol/lnfos systems and migrating 
some of them to Unix, our developers 
have learned a lot about the nuances 
(and idiosyncrasies) of these systems. 
We've found quite a few pitfalls mov
ing these proprietary DG systems to 
open systems. If you know where to 
look and what to do, a move to Unix 
can be quicker than you imagined, and 
quite justifiable. 

We've found that most of the pit
falls can be grouped into one of three 
main categories of incompatibility: 
Infos data files, DG-specific Cobol syn
tax and code structure, and operating 
system/program CLI calls. 

Non-ANSI "gotchas" 
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VS Cobol defenders will say that only small portions of the language 

are non-ANSI compliant. Unfortunately, it's the small things that become 

"gotchas." In the course of migration, it is desirable to bring the code as 

close to ANSI specs as possible. Some of the violations, though, are so big 

that overcoming them would require huge investments in manual repro

gramming. 

The biggest gotchas are the ones that are only minor syntax differences, 

but which imply a program design based on subtle Infos capabilities that do 

not exist anywhere else. The underlying design assumption, if not support

ed elsewhere, would require a complete rewrite of a program. Such exam

ples include the record-level LOCKing and UNLOCKing Infos supports that 

open systems do not. 

Many small DG incompatibilities also add up to big headaches. For 

example, VS Cobol doesn't require section names before a paragraph

another of many minor ANSI infractions. These small things can take unex

pectedly large amounts of time to physically review or change. Automated 

tools designed to do the work on a large scale and avoid manual effort can 

bring such items to ANSI standards quickly. £\ 
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ENJOY 
The Benefits of Belonging. 

As a NADGUG member, an entire world of benefits becomes available to you. 

FOCUS MAGAZINE NADGUG's monthly publication is devoted exclusively to users of Data 
General equipment. FOCUS is full of technical articles, product reviews, user profiles, and announcements of the 
latest products - no matter what kinds of systems you're running, FOCUS has the information you need! 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION NADGUG'sConferenceand 
Exposition is part of the largest annual Data General gathering in the world. In conjunction with DG's Sales and 
Systems Engineers meeting and SOURCE, the annual VAR conference, NADGUG provides Data General users the 
ultimate forum to confer with everyone who is anyone in the Data General community. Join us in Atlanta, 
October 25-28, 1993, for NADGUG's 20th Anniversary celebration! 

ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARDS NADGUG's member bulletin board system is run 
by Rational Data Systems, with US Robotics modems for service from 1200 to 9600 baud. Dial 415-499-7628 to 
communicate with other users and to download/upload programs and utilities! 

NADGUG members can also access Data General's DASH, or Direct Access for Support Help, Bulletin Board. 
Dial 800-327-4272 for on-line sign up today! 

SOFTWARE LIBRARY NADGUG now has two software collections available for members. Both 
the AOS/vS and UNIX library tapes are full of programs, utilities, and macros - for any Data General system! 

NADGUG MEMBER DIRECTORY The annual directory provides members with a 
personal guide to users with similar hardware, software, and system needs. This year's directory will present for 
the first time a Product/Service section. 

REQUEST FOR ENHANCEMENT PROCESS Through NADGUG's Special Interest 
Groups, members have the opportunity to review and prioritize specific product Requests for Enhancements 
(RFEs). In addition, at NADGUG's annual conference, SIG forums review product enhancements and present 
them to the development teams with their recommendation for inclusion in the standard product or for 
follow-up. 

REGIONAL AND SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS RIGsandSIGsaretwoofthe 
most effective ways that NADGUG promotes the free-flowing interchange of valuable information. RIGs are 
organized by people who are interested in getting together on special occasions or on a regular basis. SIGs are 
put together by people who want to share information about common products, technologies, or applications. 
Join one today! 

NORTH AMERICAN 
DATA GENERAL 

USERS GROUP 

Join the Group. CaUl-800-253-3902 (ext. 1234), and ask for more information about NADGUG membership benefits. 
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MIGRATION ___________________ _ 

Our friend, Infos 
As VS Cobol users are doubtless 

aware, Infos/DBAM files are the single 
largest perceived obstacle to direct 
migration. These files are incompatible 
with everything else in the industry, 
including the Aviion. The data access 
techniques of lnfos seemed like good 
ideas back in the mid-1980s, when mem
ory was expensive and CPUs were slow
er. But the unique tricks played with 
inverted keys, duplicate primary keys, 
and other Infos-specific features can also 
be a migratory downfall. These limita
tions are overcome by replicating the 
same file-access functionality while 
using a portable ISAM format compati
ble with all open systems. 

Of course, as soon as you change 
the structure, you might have to modify 
the program logic. Which raises the 
question: Why not create a complete 
lnfos for Unix? Our company has con
sidered this and opted not to, for several 
reasons. It's true that such a develop
ment could make migration faster. But it 

If you know 

w here to look 

and what to do, 

a move to Unix 

can be quicker than 

you imagined, and 

quite justifiable 

Do you have any idea how fast you're going? 

o System calls (J 

o Networlfll1!1 (J 

o Processes 0 

o NfBmory (J 

o HIstory 0 

(J OVervIew 0 

o Dlslf 110 0 

DIiIIlX Real-tIme Performance Monitor 

(J Highlights key performance statistics on a single DG/ UX system 
(J Helps to quickly identify performance bottlenecks 
o Displays data over short or long periods of time 

o Shows maximum and minimum values with the times they occurred 
o Displays process information· sorted by CPU, Memory, Priority ... 

o Saves screen images to disk for later evaluation 

Now with Logging and Playback! 
This is the DGjUX performance tool you've waited for! 

Data General systems EValuation and 
Performance Analysis Center /SEPAC) 

4170 Ashford-Du1lWOOdy Road, SUite 300 
Atlanta, 64 30319 

/404} 705-2520 
FAX /404} 705-2660 

Circle 11 on reader service card. 
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Data GeneraI 
Where the \\brId 
isgoing! 

would violate the DP department's goal 
of positioning the department for the 
future. The world of third-party soft
ware under VS Cobol/lnfos is shrink
ing, and it is certainly not the language 
of choice for new developers . Thus, 
most shops are willing to pay some rea
sonable price to get back into the main
stream of software development with 
access to report writers, 4GLs, and 
third-party applications . But we've 
empirically discovered that the majority 
of systems can be migrated smoothly by 
using only a small subset of lnfos file 
functionality. 

Our solution, then, is combining a 
portable ISAM format with a specific 
lnfos-emulating technology. ISAM 
offers the advantages of DG compatibil
ity, wide-ranging portability, and can 
be read by a number of report writers 
and 4GLs. And because ISAM is the 
common standard among Cobol lan
guages, users are not locked into pro
prietary hardware or software architec
tures. 

YOUR DATA GENERAL 
MARKETPLACEI 

BUY • SELL • LEASE • TRADE 

AViiON New/Used 

MV / Eclipse 

•• ••• •••• 
. .. 

DG Compatible Equip, 

Depot Maintenance 

CALL TODAY 
(216) 953-4488 roc ..t FIX EquIpment u.ts 

~E~' (216) 953-9361 

NATIONAL COMPUTER DYNAMICS 
7650 Tyler Boulevard 

Mentor, Ohio 44060-5286 

Circle 24 on reader service card. 
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____________________ MIGRATION 

When we embarked on this strate
gy, we thought solid system design 
would be enough. But the trickiness of 
some structures, such as the duplicate 
primary keys mentioned above, was a 
real challenge. Ini tially, we tried to 
solve the duplicate primary key prob
lem by creating a transparent secondary 
set of !SAM keys to emulate the prima
ry keys with duplicates. This lasted for 
several iterations until the hair-tearing 
experience of redesign-with-every-pro
gram became too much. At that point 
we simply modified our Axis Cobol 
compiler to emulate the Infos OCCUR
RENCE and FEEDBACK facilities, 
allowing VS Cobol program logic 
intended to work with lnfos to function 
properly under ISAM. Some might call 
this cheating, but because we control 
the development of the compiler, if the 
shoe doesn't fit, we can remake the 
shoe. 

Replicating multi-level DBAM files 
proved to be another juggernaut. In 
many cases, people chose lnfos just for 
its ability to provide wide-ranging 
access, versus ISAM's presumed key 
limitation. Here again, for the applica
tion to be successful, the modified data 
structure must be transparent to the 
end user. Fortunately, solid system 
design is the answer. After analyzing 
the applications and the data base, we 
restructure the files by segmenting 
them and separating the sub files. Then 
we can map the files into a standard 
ISAM structure with identical data 
access. However, when I say that the 
problem is solved with solid system 
deSign, I'm understating the case. In 
larger systems, there may be well more 
than 100 programs accessing the data 
files . The design must fit each and 
every program, and the program logic 
must fit the data. 

At this point some programmers 
probably are hearing warning bells 
about file overhead, both file open and 
disk I/O. Our customers have run 
benchmarks due to this concern, and 
the results were surprising. On an 
MY /30000 mod 3, opening 20 files took 
more than 3 minutes on a perfor
mance monitor. On the new Unix sys
tem, the open was so fast that it didn't 
even register on the monitor. Under 
batch-processing benchmarks, over
all processing time has been reduced up 

Focus 

to 80 percent. In some cases, customers 
were so incredulous they checked 
reports by line item to verify that the 
process had not skipped a few steps. 
The proof is in the pudding, and the 
explanation is Unix's faster file-han
dling ability. 

cance range from minor to extensive in 
the systems that we have examined. 
Obviously, any call to AOS/VS must be 
changed to the Unix eqUivalent. In 
about 80 percent of cases, we've found 
that our CLI translation facility handles 
the job automatically. However, there is 
not a one-for-one correspondence 
between AOS and Unix. For these cases, 
a shell script macro is just the ticket. 

CLI calls 
Program-level CLI calls' signifi-

Check it out! Rhintek's 
emulation capabilities 

will meet your needs. 
*VT Emulation for DEC, UNIX and AViiON 
* PC/TCP KERNEL 

INTERFACE 
* SCROll BACK BUFFER 
* D462 EMULATION 

Network Support 
150+ Macro Keys 
Compressed Mode 
Built·ln Diagnostics 
Command language 
Script Files 
International Keyboards 
Code Pages 850, 437 

File Transfers 
Complete Printer Support 
Graphics on IBM Proprinters 
and HP laserJets 
Auto Dial , logon & logoff 
Unlimited Configuration Files 
Mouse Compatibility 
Very, Very fast! 
*New for Version 4.0 

DG Color Graphics Terminal 
Emulation for IBM Micros 

Then grab a copy of Rh intek's 
EMU/470, V4.0. 
Rhintek offers products spanning the entire Dasher Terminal Line, priced from 
$95 to $249. We offer volume discounts and unlimited free technical support. 
Call us and we'll FAX the Facts! Your complete satisfaction is always guaranteed. 

Rhintek, Inc. 
Computer Engineering 
p.o. Box 220 Columbia, Maryland 21045 
VISA and MCAccepted (4 10)730·2575 

Circle 27 on reader service card . 
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MIGRATION __________________ _ 

This CLI facility also handles different 
combinations of line feeds and carriage 
returns. 

changes to the system calls. This can 
eliminate hundreds of hours of manual 
coding. 

Plus,itworks 
This gives the programmer the 

ability to do just about anything with 
different types of files, including line 
files, fixed-length files, and files that 
contain combinations of delimiters. The 
result is a system that can be run on any 
flavor of Unix without additional 

All the theory and planning in the 
world count only when they work. Our 
company just completed a project of 
migrating an MY /30000 mod 3 to Unix. 
The system had more than 1,100 pro-

r-------------------, • : •• I 

VSCOBOL 
Applications to UNIX 

In a Single Bound. 

--.~ 

unning Vs/COBOL applications under U IX is a ro lem. 
And losing your investment in those applications seems 

unavoidable. Until now. 

Wild Hare now gives you a way to migrate your Vs/COBOL and 
INFOS applications to open systems in a single hop. You benefit 
from UNIX and other industry standards while saving time, money 
and effort. 

Let us migrate your code and data to open systems. Your applications 
will use industry standards such as UNIX, DOS, and networks, and 
run on virtually any platform. 

It's a simple leap to open systems. It protects your investment. And 
we can do it in a fraction of the time, for a fraction of the cost. So 
give us a call. 

Vs/COBOL applications to UNIX. 
Yet another great reason to run with 
the Hare. 

Call Wild Hare at 303-S~2221 
for more information. 

6595 O'Dell Place Boulder, CO 80301 USA Tel: 303-530-2221 Fax: 303-530-9637 

~ 

L. A111r.IdImar1<s m 18Q_1r.IdImar1<s ... 1Ile property ~ It10Ir respecMOWIIOIO. ~c 1992 WId lin ComputorSysloms.II"C MrII,tIs - .J ------------------Circle 38 on reader service card . 
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grams, 6 million lines of code, and 400 
separate Infos data structures. It took 
just five months from the day we first 
looked at the code to complete analysis, 
design, implementation, integrity verifi
cation, end-user testing, and live pro
duction. 

Using the old "brute force" rewrite 
technique, most people estimate such a 
conversion would take at least 18 
months. With the MY's monthly lease 
and maintenance costs approaching 
$20,000 per month, the company's sav
ings from cutting 13 months off of the 
conversion time was substantial. Paral
lel processing revealed identical results, 
and performance improved by several 
factors. Plus, the customer is now plan
ning for the implementation of high
productivity development tools to meet 
its business information needs in the 
coming years. 

Evolution, not revolution 
History has taught that revolutions 

are usually bloody. And how many DP 
managers or software developers need 
another unnecessary bloody revolution 
to contend with? By evolving, we use an 
organized approach to change what 
needs to be changed, while preserving 
the integrity of the system. Our own 
tools and products evolve at the same 
time . By controlling the compiler's 
development, we can respond directly 
to a situation and do not have to use 
convoluted work-a rounds that may hin
der future situations. DP can focus on 
enhancing the application rather than 
recreating it, and end users see only the 
impact of a more responsive system. 
Management, of course, is pleased to see 
costs reduced. 

By adopting this organized 
approach, you can protect the financial 
and personal investment you've made 
in YS Cobol/lnfos. At the same time, 
you'll be sure to gain the many benefits 
of future open systems, and not be stuck 
at the back of the migratory herd. tJ. 

Phil Goodwin is General Manager of Wild 
Hare Computer Systems, Inc. He has more 
than 10 years of data processing experience 
on a variety of platforms. He may be con
tacted at 303/530-2221 (phone) or 303/530-
9637 (fax), 
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GEl can supply affordable hardware solutions. Our 
equipment is tested, warranted and eligible for a 
maintenance contract. You will find we stock the 
entire DG product line: Nova, Eclipse, MV, Dasher, 
AViiON. 

GEl purchases your excess equipment. Gall for the 
market value of your system. 

GEl can upgrade your GPU and peripherals. Take 
advantage of the newest technology. Leasing is also 
available. 

DEPOT GEl is the benchmark for depot repair of your DG 
hardware. Get our depot rate before buying 
replacements. 

GEl can supply a broad range of DG-compatible 1-8 C I P I equipment. You will break the performance barrier 
and save money, too. 

i.fu@d;:',~i 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR 

C~I CALL 
800-462-CEII 

Computer 
Engineering 
International 
Circle 5 on reader service card. 

2231 Star Court 
P.O. Box 81755 

Rochester. MI 48308 
MI Phone: 313-853-0770 

FAX: 313-853-0775 



The latest products for DG systetns 

Archiving and compressing ~ 
Salina, KS-Eagle Software, Inc., 
announced Doctar, utilities for Data 
General MVs, which archive and com
press CEO documents to a user disk 
file. Doctar utilities run in place of, or in 
conjunction with, the CEO_ARCH IV
ER. 

Documents can be restored imme
diately by Doctar-no more waiting for 
documents to be restored from tape. 
Simply run the Doctar restoration utili
ty as a CEO user application, or as a 
program from the CLI to restore or 
retrieve a copy of a document archived 
by Doctar. In addition, Doctar allows 
system managers to specify where 
resulting user disk archive files are 
located. 

Doctar provides significant savings 
of disk space by compressing CEO doc
uments to 25-50 percent of the original 
document size. Pricing ranges from 
$1,950 to $6,250 based on CPU model. 

Eagle Software, Inc., P.O. Box 16, 123 
Indiana Avenue, Salina, KS 67402-0016; 
913/823-7257. 

Circle 53 on reader service card. 

Tracking assets ~ 
Schaumburg, IL-Concepts Dynamic, 
Inc., announced the release of CDI 
Fixed Assets, the newest addition to 
COl's Financial Control System. The 
new module rounds out COl's suite of 
mainframe-alternative corporate 
accounting applications that are written 
in lOO-percent Informix-4GL and are 

designed for Unix-based computing 
environments. 

Specific features of the COl Fixed 
Assets module include: 

• Separate GAAP and tax report
ing so that financial and tax book pro
cessing can be independent of each 
other. 

• Support for multiple tax books, 
to allow federal, state, and local report
ing for the same asset. 

• Depreciation calculation based 
on a full range of standard methods, 
plus an unlimited number of user
defined methods to reflect true asset 
values accurately. 

• The ability to calculate deprecia
tion periodically or daily for timely 
reporting. 

• The capability to transfer a por-

AOSNS to NETWARE INTEGRATION 
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ECLIPSE 
AOSNS 

fll NETWARE 
.tL ENVIRONMENT 

SERVE\L UNIX VAAVMS 

NOVELL Brings NetWare into Open Systems networking with support for industry standard 
NFS ( Network File System) and TCP/IP networking protocols. Your NetWare servers already 
have the foundation for an enterprise-wide Open Systems integration strategy. 

C&C brings AOSNS into Open Systems networking by providing NFS and TCP/IP networking 
solutions for AOSNS systems. You get network terminal access, file transfer, file sharing, backup, 
printing , electronic mail, and much more. This high performance, cost-effective software will allow 
you to utilize industry standard protocols. 

This Open Systems networking architecture also provides integration from AOSNS to other 
systems such as DEC, UNIX, HP, IBM, and many others. 

~ ~ Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 
INDUSTRY STANDARD NETWORKING SOLUTIONS 

203 SOUTHWEST CUTOFF 
NORTHBORO. MA 01532 

Circle 3 on reader service card. 

PHONE: (508) 393-7979 
FAX: (508) 393-8788 
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tion or a component of an asset from 
one asset to another, one custodian to 
another, or one component to another. 

• Simultaneous calculation of pro
jection depreciation schedules for mul
tiple books and periods, for more effec
tive forecasting and analysis. 

Concepts Dynamic, Inc., 1821 Walden 
Office Square, Suite 500, Schaumburg, IL 
60173; 708/397-4400. 

Circle 51 on reader service card . 

land modeling ~ ~ 
Atlanta, GA- Plus III Software, Inc., 
released Terramodel Version 8.10, 
which expands the capabilities of the 
company' s popular land-modeling 
package, and includes a complete 
rewrite of the Hydro/Plus standalone 
package as an integrated Hydrology 
Module in the Terramodel system. 

New features and enhancements of 
Terramodel8.10 include: 

• New point, bearing, distance, 

ParK p[ace I nternationa[ 

7209 Chagrin Rd. 

CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO 44023 

DATA GENERAL 

COMPUTER 

HARDWARE 

SPECIALISTS 

The Place to Buy, Sell, 
Lease Pre-owned and New 

Data General Micro
computers, Minicomputers, 

and Peripherals 

Focus 

(216) 247-2650 
FAX (216) 247-2604 

Circle 25 on reader service card. 

vertical, and angle snapmodes. There 
are more than 30 new Snap options 
including midpOint, factor, intersection, 
offset intersection, station, and offset, all 
created for engineering/survey design 
and drafting. 

• BLOCKS-allows users to create 
a single Block definition from multiple 
objects that can be shared by multiple 
project files . 

• EDIT-allows users to edit a text 
object without retyping it. 

• HATCH-allows users to create a 
block object using a hatch pattern within 
selected boundaries. 

• New macro language commands 
and extensions to the macro language. 

• The powerful features of 
Hydro/ Plus as a newly integrated mod
ule for generating hydrographs and 
complete stormwater detention / reten
tion studies. 

Terramodel Version 8.10 is compat
ible with previous versions of Ter
ramodel, and is binary compatible 

across supported PC and Unix worksta
tion environments. The system runs on 
a variety of Unix platforms, including 
Data General's Aviion. The MS-DOS 
Solutionpak for PCs ranges in price 
from $995 to $6,995. The Unix Solution
pak pricing ranges from $1,295 to 
$9,995. 

Plus III Software, Inc. , One Dun
woody Park, SlIite 250, Atlanta, GA 30338; 
800/235-4972. 

Circle 54 on reader service card . 

Hydrology module~ ~ 
Atlanta, GA-Plus III Software, Inc., 
announced release of its new Hydrolo
gy Module, a storm water detention 
application running with the existing 
Terramodel software system. 

The new module allows users to 
explore and understand how water 
interacts with existing terrain or a pro
posed design. By using Hydrology in 
combination with other Terramodel 

YOU NEED DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT. 
YOU NEED IT NOW. YOU NEED IT PRICED RIGHT. 
AND IT HAS TO MEET YOUR SPECIFICATIONS. 

CPU's 
MV 20000 Mod 1 & 2 .............. CALL 
MV 15000 Mod 20 ................ $9,900 
MV 10000 ...... ............. .... ...... $1,900 
MV 7S00 XP w/4 MB ... ......... $3,500 
MV 7S00 w/4 MB .................. $2,900 
MV 4000 .................................. $900 
MV 2500 ............................... $7,900 
MV 2000 ............................... $2,900 
S2S0 ..................................... $1 ,500 
S/140 .............. ... ................... $1 ,200 
Nova 4X ................................ $1 ,200 
Desktop Systems 
& Peripherals .......................... CALL 
DISK & TAPE 
MV 2000 Disks and Tapes ....... CALL 
6239 592MB SIS ........ .......... $2,500 
6236 354MB SIS ..................... $SOO 
6161147MB SIS .................. $1 ,000 
62996250 BPI Tape ............. $3,500 
6125 Tape SIS ......................... $595 
6026 Tape SIS ......... ................ $S95 
MEMORY 
MV 9600 32MB ..................... $7,900 
MV15 & MV20 32MB ........ .... $5,900 
MV15 & MV20 16MB ............ $3,500 

MV15 & MV20 5MB .............. $1 ,500 
MV4 & MV10 5MB ................ $1 ,100 
MV4 & MV10 4MB ... ................ $SOO 
MV4 & MV10 2MB ................... $400 
Memory For All Other OG 
Processors IN STOCK 
CRT's & PRINTERS 
BP1500 Printer ..................... $S,900 
4374 Printer .......................... $5,000 
Bl000 Printer ....................... $3,900 
B600 Printer .. .... .. .... ............. $1 ,SOO 
B300 Printer ......................... $1 ,450 
0461 CRT ................ .. .. ....... ..... $475 
0460 CRT .. .... ........................ .. $325 
0411 CRT .............. .... .. .......... .. $395 
0410 CRT .... .. .... .. ... .. ... ............ $275 
0462 CRT .. .. ....... .... ................. CALL 
0216 CRT ....................... ......... CALL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
IACI16 ...................................... $750 
IAC/S ........................................ $350 
ATI/16 ...................................... $400 
AMI/S ....................................... $200 
LAN Controller ...................... $3,000 
LAC-12 ................ .................... $900 

LARGE SELECTIO OF EARL V-MODEL EQUIPMENT 

"THE SOLUTION" .3 Phone: (612) 227-5683 
FAX: (612) 223-5524 
622 Rossmor Building 
500 N. Robert Street 
SI. Paul, MN 55101 

Circle 31 on reader service card . 
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mod ules, users can determine the 
changing slopes of a DTM (digital ter
rain mode!), drainage areas of a DTM, 
slope from one point on the ground to 
another, volumes of a pond, and areas 
of a design as well as view cross sec
tions of a detention pond. 

The Hydrology Module is available 
with the release of Terramodel 8.1 and 
is priced at $1,595 (DOS) and $1,995 
(Unix.) 

Plus III Software, Inc. , One Dun
woody Park, Suite 250, Atlanta, GA 3033B; 
BOO/235-4972 . 

Circle 55 on reader service card. 

Open text editing ~ ~ 
San Jose, CA-A new product, nu/TPU 
Text Editor from a/Soft Development, 
Inc., has been certified by the 880pen 
Consortium and is available to 880pen 
members and end users. 

nu /TPU is a multi-platform, fully 
programmable text editor that is fully 
integrated with Motif, MS Windows, 

and Open windows. The system fea
tures mouse support and pop-up and 
pull-down menus. Available on MS
DOS and on more than 50 Unix systems 
(including Data General's Aviion), 
nu/TPU allows developers to move 
from one editing environment to anoth
er without having to switch editors. 

Three prebuilt interfaces-EVE, 
EDT, and WPS-come ready to use 
with nu/TPU, or you may customize 
the editor to fit your specific editing 
needs. The system supports unlimited 
windows and buffers, as well as its own 
extensible programming language. 
Users may edit on their 88000 machines 
and move to a different environment 
without change; nu/TPU customiza
tions can be moved from one environ
ment to another by simply copying a 
file . 

BBopen Consortium Ltd., 100 Home
land Ct., Suite BOO, San Jose, CA 95112; 
40B/436-6600. 

Circle 56 on reader service card. 

Recognize these names? You should! 
They represent the state of the art in computing today. 

Backup management ~ 
Newport News, VA-The Contempo
rary Cybernetics Group announced that 
its 8 mm tape library systems, the CY
CHSlOi and the CY-CHSI20, are avail
able with backup management soft
ware. Designed for multi-vendor Unix 
networks, the software automates back
up and restore operations and gives 
users direct access to between 25 GB 
and 3 TB of data-without manual 
intervention. 

The CY-CHSlOi features one 8 mm 
tape drive and 10 tapes in a desktop 
cabinet; the CY-CHSI20 features up to 
four 8 mm tape drives and 116 tapes. 
Both libraries utilize a robotic tape han
dler to load and unload tapes without 
manual intervention. Unattended back
ups, either full or incremental, can be 
scheduled to run automatically at any 
time or date. Backups can also be per
formed with users on-line. The software 
catalogs each backup, creating an audit 
trail for recordkeeping and security. 

Combine ICHOS with one of these big names a d get the best 

34 

ICOBOL runtime and development system money can buy! 

If you are developing an running ICOBOL applications with anythi 
but ICHOSTTM, or you wqnt to know more about the adva tages o~ 
JCOBOL with ICHOSTTM give us a call. Dealer discounts available. 

Make ICHOSfTM your total ICOBOL solution 

Gerry Manning 8c Associates 
3351 Candelaria Road, Suite E 
Albuquerque, NM 87107 
Phone: (505) 888-5011 
Fax: (505) 883-"7708 

Our U.K./Europe Distributor: 
Broadnet L a., Falcon Ho se 
North Feltham Trading Estate 
Felthar:n, Middlese , lW14 0 Q 
Phone: 081 893 151-5 
FAX: 081 893 2183 
Contact: Roland Eckert 

Circle 18 on reader service card. 
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Lucky for you, Spectra TABS 
knows where your file is -
and will retrieve it from its 
random access tape library. 

THE SOLUTION 
Spectra TABS comprises Spectra Logic's 
STL-8000 Automated Tape Library 
hardware, bundled with its Alexandria 
Backup and Archive Librarian software. 

Alexandria Backup and Archive Librarian 

Together, the library and librarian 
provide complete automation of net
work backup, archival storage, media 
management and data control. 

With Spectra Logic's Total Archive and 
Backup Solution, Spectra TABS, anyone 
on the network (with the appropriate 
privileges) can search a database by 
user, group, path or filename and re tore 
a file - just point and click. 

THE SOFfW ARE 
Spectra Logic's Alexandria Backup and 
Archive Librarian is one of the first UNIX 
backup and archive software packages 
designed specifically for use in a library 
environment. 

More than a "backup" package, Alexan
dria manages media and data over 
heterogeneous networks, tracking files 
and media element in the library or in 
off-line storage. 

Alexandria's power is easily accessed 
through an intuitive X-II GUI window 
environment or directly from the shell. 

_ . .. .. '"'-vr:AY MOfiWlNG 1 TAI<.E. 

~a:.VE.J:. ~p C«t' 
I T >I" ,..".v ..... THE. u~ tJOOI1.. 
AND 11-110 TtlE. ~e. Hev
IT'~ IA tJDU.. CONTitOL!· 

Spectra Logic's STL-8000 Automated 
Tape Library provide random acce s to 
200 Gigabytes of uncompressed data on 
forty 8mm cartridges. Centralize your 
data in a 7" height, rack-mount or 
desktop enclosure. 

Alexandria also supports Exabyte's lOi 
and 120CHS tape libraries, optical 
libraries from Hewlett-Packard and the 
Spectra Logic STL-6000: a 20 cartridge, 
100 GB, 8mm tape library. 

A WINNING TEAM 
Sp ctra Logic and Eagle Software have 
both been providing system solutions 
for more than a decade. Call Eagle at 
(800) 477-5432 for the complete story on 
the e exciting new products. 

EAGLE Software, Inc. 
123 Indiana Ave/PO Box 16 

Salina, I<S 67402-0016 
Phone (913) 823-7257 
Fax (913) 823-6185 

Toll Free: (800) 477-5432 

AViiON AOS/VS[1I1 RS/6000 SunSPARC SGI seo SEQUENT HP9000 

Circle 1 7 on reader service card. 
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Company Po. RS# Company Po. RS# 
Ames Sciences, Inc. 19 1 National Computer Dynamics 28 24 
Applied Computer Solutions 39 - Park Place International 33 25 
Asset Remarketing 21 2 PereUne Data Systems 39 -
Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 18 4 Productivity Systems 
Claflin & Clayton, Inc. 32 3 Development Corp. 23 41 
Computer Engineering RAVE Computer Association, Inc. C4 26 

International 31 5 Rhintek, Inc. 29 27 
Computer Wholesalers, Inc. 22 6 Sabra Systems, Inc. 15 28 
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 22 8 SCIP 26 29 
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 9 9 Scott Mcintyre & Associates C3 40 
Data General Corporation 3 10 Security Computer Sales 33 31 
Data General Direct C2 7 Sysgen Data Ltd. 9 32 
Data General Hot Site 7 22 :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 19 33 
Data General Professional Services 28 11 :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 37 34 
Data Investors Corporation 25 12 :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 39 -
DataLynx 24 14 Threshold, Inc. 15 35 
Digital Computer Consulting, Inc. 19 15 Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 1 37 
Digital Data Systems 37 23 Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 30 38 
Digital Dynamics, Inc. 21 16 
Eagle Software, Inc. 35 17 

r- PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
Flying Point Sales 39 -
Gerry Manning & Associates 34 18 Company PG# RS# 
Hanson Data Systems, Inc. 38 19 880pen Consortium Ltd. 34 50 
International Computing Concepts Dynamic, Inc. 32 51 

Systems, Inc. 10 20 Contemporary Cybernetics Group 34 52 
Jacobsen and Associates, Inc. 13 21 Eagle Software, Inc. 32 53 
MarcAlan Software, Inc. 17 13 Plus III Software, Inc. 33 54 
Minitab Statistical Software 39 - Plus III Software, Inc. 33 55 
NADGUG 15 42 Soft-Switch, Inc 37 56 
NADGUG 27 30 Structured Software Solutions, Inc. 37 57 
NADGUG 37 39 Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 37 58 

ON-LINE HELP -------------------, 

Who to call 
for answers about 
NADGUG and FOCUS 

NADGUG 

Membership, RIGs, SIGs 

NADGUG address: 
c/o Danieli & O'Keefe Associates, Inc. 
Chiswick Park, 490 Boston Post Rd. 

Sudbury, MA 01776 
FAX: 508/443-4715 

FOCUS Magazine address: 
c/o Turnkey Publishing, Inc. 

P.O. Box 200549 
Austin , TX 78720 

FAX: 512/335-3083 

NADGUG staff .. .... .. .... ....... ... .... .... ... .... ..... .... ... .. .. .. ..... . 800/253-3902 :..:FO::.::C:.:::US:...:M.:::a:.llg~az::.:in.:.:e~ ____________ _ 
(Outside the U.S and Canada.) ........................... ....... . 508/443-3330 5121335-2286 

Electronic bulletin boards Editorial comments, article suggestions ................. Doug Johnson 
(300,1200,2400, or 9600 baud modem) (please send product announcements to the address listed above) 

Rational Data Systems .......... ..................... .... .... ....... .. 415/499-7628 Information about advertlslng ............................... Susan de Blanc 
DASH bulletin board (2400 bps modem) ......... ..... 800/DASH·CSC 
Data General Customer Support Center ......... ... ..... ... 800/344-35n FOCUS back issues .... ... .. ........ .................... .Turnkey Publishing staff 
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________ PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

Designated users can locate and restore 
their own files without ever touching a 
tape. 

Contemporary Cybernetics Group, 
Rock Landing Corporate Center, 1846 Rock 
Landing, Newport News, VA 23606; 
804/873-9000. 

Circle 57 on reader service card . 

Expediting ~ 
the moil 

Wayne, PA-Soft - Switch, Inc. , 
announced enhancements to EMX: The 
Enterprise Mail Exchange.bringing 
major support for building managed 
X.400 e-mail backbone networks into 
LAN environments. 

The enhancements include support 
for X.400 over TCP /IP and support for 
X.400 messages containing internation
al character sets such as IS06937 and 
T.61 (Teletex). Also announced were 
enhancements to the server component 
of Soft - Switch's client/server API
Soft - Switch Network API (SNAPl) to 
support TCP /IP transports. 

EMX is a Unix-based family of 
scalable, multi-protocol backbone elec
tronic mail switches based on X.400 
with directory services. EMX provides 
full interoperability with other major 
electronic mail distribution protocols, 
including SNADS, SMTP, and MHS. 

A related Soft - Switch product, 
EMM: The Enterprise Mail Manager.is 
a managed object-based, graphical 
management system for network con
figuration, operation, and maintenance. 
It executes in an X-Windows and Motif 
environment. 

To enable customers to use current 
networks and routers without requir
ing OSI support, EMX now implements 
the Internet community's RFC1006 
allowing EMX customers to send X.400 
information utilizing TCP /IP trans
ports. RFC1006 specifies the ISO Devel
opment Environment (lSODE) to 
enable OSI applications such as X.400 
to operate over TCP /IP LAN environ
ments. 

Soft - Switch, Inc ., 640 Lee Road, 
Wayne, PA 19087-5698; 215/640-9600. 

Circle 56 on reader service card. 

Focus 

Migrotion mode eosier ~ ~ 
Boulder, CO-New software tools 
announced by Wild Hare Computer 
Systems, Inc., are intended to dramati
cally simplify migrating VS CobollInfos 
applications to open systems. As a 
result of enhancements to Wild Hare's 
Choice! and Axis Cobol products, VS 
Cobol/Infos users can migrate their 
applications to Unix, DOS, and many 
other popular operating systems with 
minimal effort, even when using propri
etary VS Cobol constructs. 

New Choice! and Axis enhance
ments include extended Cobol syntax, 
Infos-compliant file additions, and 
dynamic system call translations. 

Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc ., 
P.O. Box 3581, Boulder, CO 80307; 
303/530-2221 . 

Circle 58 on reader service card . 

Window monogement ~ 
'Plano, TX-A joint marketing agree
ment between LINK Technologies of 
Fremont, CAl and Structured Software 
Solutions, Inc., will offer a free evalua
tion copy of FacetTerm, the session and 
window manager with any LINK 
Alphawindow Terminal shipped. The 
agreement is part of a LINK initiative to 
offer Alphawindow Appraisal Kits 
(AWAKS). The AWAKS kits will 
include either a LINK ST80 or WT6 
Alphawindow terminal bundled with a 
PC-style keyboard, a mechanical mouse, 
and the FacetTerm window manager 
evaluation package. The free FacetTerm 
window manager evaluation package is 
fully functional and will enable up to 50 
terminal users to run multiple sessions 
and applications when connected to vir
tually any Unix host. 

LINK Technologies will begin 
offering the A WAKS packages with 
FacetTerm immediately through a 
worldwide channel of distributors and 
resellers. The WT80 and WT6 terminals, 
coupled with a window manager, pro
vide up to six simultaneous sessions. 

Structured Software Solutions, Inc ., 
4031 W. Plano Parkway, Suite 205, Plano, 
TX 75093; 214/985-9901. 6 

Circle 57 on reader service card. 
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II 
:WFFCA 
World's Fastest 
File Compressor 
& Archiver. 
WFFCA compresses hies and archiVes them 
laster and Wlth less Impact on other users than 
any other Similar uhllty available on DG sys· 
tems Dramallcally reduce dISk storage used 
by InfrequenUy accessed hies maintained for 
hlStoncal purposes A typical SYSI.OO hie 
compresses better than 7 to 1 
WFFCA has the ability to handle archiVes In 
the popular R:: ARC 1M format slgmhcantly 
reducmg hie transler lime , 
Initial AOSNS and AOSNS n License: $499 
10 Day Trial Copy: FREE! 
AQ •• ~_dSym:5E:l1m!%l_ 

A O!vLl.lon of 8 J Inc 

=== :81.8B 
Software fo< System Managers 

100 Mlnncr St., Swle 215 
San FrantllCO, CA 94105 
(415) 5SQ.14S4 FAX (415) 5SQ.1012 

Circle 34 on reader service card. 

Memory Solutions 
for AViiONs 

The best bang for your buck! 

AV100toAV4625 
Memory upgrades 

increase performance 

and capabilities. 
Adding memory is 

a sure way to 

make time 

count! 

[i)i)-I DIGITAL 1551 NW 65 Ave. 
;:a ::~EMS InC Ft. Laud., FL 33313 

1-800-762-7811 ~~: ~gg~~-~~:~g~ 
AVoi!JN Is a lradomart< of Dala GenentJ. 

Circle 23 on reader service card. 



AViiON ™ 

UPGRADES 
DONE RIGHT 

~ IIDSI pecializes in disk 

~ 
~ 

and peripheral upgrades for 
A ·· ~ vuon ystems. ~ 

~ 
~ 

Hanson is still your best 
source for u ed D.G. 
equipment. 

~ 
~ 

.. 
If you need to .. 4 

Buy - Sell- Trade 
CALL TODAY 

Hanson Data Systems, Inc. 
734 Forest Street 

Marlboro, MA 01752 
508-481-3901 
800-879-4374 

FAX 508-460-0593 
TRADE MARK OF DATA GENERAL CORPORATION 

Circle 19 on reader service card . 

SOFTWARE LIBRARY ------------------------------------------

A complete listing 
of the NADGUG 

software library 

compiled by Tim Boyer 

ACK • A terminal emulator Xmo
dem/ Ymodem file transfer program from 
Benchmark Products. Operates under 
AOS/ VS and AOS. This is an updated ver
sion (2.03). 510 blocks. 

BIGBRO • An auto-logoff program, 
written in F77. From the Forest Service. 170 
blocks. 

BLBBS • A directory containing pro
gram from Brian Johnson's :SYSMGR BBS. 
Some are Brian's, and some have been put 
on the board by others. 6,762 blocks. 

CCOMP • A Benchmark Products C 
compiler. It is almost fully functional; several 
items have been left out of the demo version. 
None should interfere with testing the com
piler. 864 blocks. 

CONCEPT · Two submissions from 
Concept Automation: NOTIFY lets you 
know when another process terminates; 
PRIOS lists the priorities of processes. 162 
blocks. 

CRTEDIT • The old RDOS editor port
ed over to VS. 49 blocks. 

DBCHECK • Our first submission from 
Europe. Lee Dickinson of IBIS Information 
Services, offers a program to check the open 
status of an INFOS file; examines check
pointing status of a file, and if enabled, will 
force checkpointing. 187 bloc.ks. 

DUMP LOAD • A Macintosh program 
to dump and load AOS/ VS-compatible 
dump on a Mac. To get this program over 
to your Mac, you will need a communica
tion program that supports MacBinary 
Xmodem transfers and BINHEX (a Mac utili
ty that convert Mac files into Xmodem-able 
files) . Use TEX (also on this library) to send 
the three files to your Mac. Don't forget to 
u e the -k switch on TEX. Then run BLNHEX 
on each of the files. DUMPLOAD is the actu
al program. 137 blocks. 

ERP • Another inactive PID terminator. 
Developed by NASA and modified by 
Manville. Written in F77. Kevin Danzig 
found some bugs and corrected them. See 
".READ.ME.LAST". 454 blocks. 

FILEMNGR • Allows manipulation of 
files through a screen-oriented program. 
Move, copy, delete, view, and several other 
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options. This is a shareware program. If you 
continue using it, you are requested to pay a 
registration fee. 656 bloc.ks. 

FOCUS • A directory of programs 
related to articles published in Focus. 1,908 
blocks. 

FTNCVT • A Fortran-5 to Fortran-77 
translator. It was apparently included in 
early F77 releases by DC to smooth the tran
sition from F5. 232 blocks. 

GAMES • Accumulated from various 
places. Most can be accessed from the 
GAMES.CLl macro. But a couple, like 
MONOPOLY and CB, use disabled console 
and are not included in the main macro. Cre
ate a Link in your macros directory 
GAMES.CLl that points to 
:GAMES:GAMES.CLl. Put the GAMES.DMZ 
file in the root (:), and execute the NADCUG 
macro there. That will load everything into 
the directory :GAMES. 18,836 blocks. 

GUTNICK • Utilities donated by Tom 
Gutnick of DC. The MIPS_METER and 
DISKJO_METER require a graphic terminal, 
and do what their names imply. The SYS
LOG_FILTER programs allow choice of 
which SYSLOG events to record. This feature 
requires AOS/VS 7.69 or later, or AOV /VS II 
2.10 or later. 832 bloc.ks. 

IMSLUTIL • A collection of CLi 
macros, Cobol routines, and Assembly rou
tines callable from Cobol Donated by IMSL, 
Houston. 4,894 blocks. 

JAG_UTIL • MlSCUTIL contains sev
eral programs. FILECOUNT lists counts and 
combined sizes of files, based on various 
selection criteria. USERSPACE counts the 
space used by CPOs within :000. SCAN 
searches for strings within multiple files at 
the same time. LAMlNA TE allows you to 
combine two test files in various ways. 
QHELP generates tree-structured help files 
(like VMS has). SWITCHES allows you to 
painlessly add minimally unique switches to 
any 32-bit compiled program. GLOSSARY 
builds a file of word usage. 4,325 blocks. 

KERMIT • A file-transfer protocol 
developed at Columbia University. This ver
sion was ported by Phil Julian from the Unix 
C code. Also included is an EMACS editor. 
There are also several compression pro
grams. KERMIT is public domain. 9,697 
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blocks. 
LOOK • Used to view text files. Move 

forward and backward in a file. Donated by 
DC. 203 blocks. 

MACROS • Contain mi cellaneou 
submissions: MAC BOOK, a macro collection 
from the Colorado User's Group; VITRO, a 
macro collection submitted by Ronald F10da 
of Vitro Services Corporation (Fort Walton 
Beach, FL); MlLW A UKEE, consisting of a 
GO macro to quickly move to a directory 
based on only part of the name, and MAlL?, 
to check Wordperfect Mail (submitted by 
Dall Noll, Milwaukee County Transit Sys
tem). 508 blocks. 

MENUDIR • From FEDSIG (Federal 
User's Group), allows you to control (and 
require) password maintenance by users. 486 
blocks. 

MISCKERM • My official "KERMIT 
non-categorized storage facility." If it doesn't 
have anything to do with Phil Julian's ver
sion, but it is related to KERMIT, it goes 
here. Of special interest is the DC/I KER
MIT (the DC/I uses different comm chip, 
and can't use regular IBM PC KERMIT). 
Sources of most of these versions is nebulous 
at best, so caveat emptor. 6,495 blocks. 

MSDOS • A program to read MS-DOS 
5.25-inch diskettes on AOS/VS systems. 978 
blocks. 

SOFTRANS • A file-transfer protocol 
used by a commercial PC communiucations 
package. This F77 version is being distrib
uted with the permiSSion of Softronics, the 
author (per Mike Bay, 10/13/88). 426 blocks. 

SPELL • Checks the spelling of a word; 
SPELLALL spell-checks a document. Sub
mitted by Richard Kouzes, Princeton Univer
sity. 5,108 blocks. 

TEX • (Terminal Emulator with Xmo
dem) A terminal emulation program written 
by David Down. Allows Xmodem and Ymo
dem transfers with options to simplify trans
fers between DC MYs and various types of 
PCs. Now features a command language. 
Distributed as shareware; use for 30 days, 
then get rid of your copy or send David 
Down a registration fee. 463 blocks. 

VT100KER • The VT-l00 emulator 
from John Grant, part of a KERMIT imple
mentation that does not have the file-transfer 
protocols working yet. 1,044 blocks. 

XFER • A tape-conversion utility. 607 
blocks. tJ. 

NADGUG members interested in receiving 
the software collection should direct requests to: 
Michelle M . Dube, NADGUG Association Man
ager, c/o Danieli & O'Keefe Associates, Inc., 490 
Boston Post Road, Sudbury, MA 01776. 

Include your membership number, a ship-to 
address, type of media you require, and payment 
of $30 to cover cost of the media, shipping, and 
handling. The library is available on MV/2000-
style 20 MB cartridge or 1,200-foot, reel-to-reel 
tape. Allow 3 to 4 weeks for parcel post delivery. 
Send software contributions to the above address. 
For information about non-standard library dis
tribution, call 800/253-3902 (continental U.S. 
only) or 508/443-3330. 

Focus 

___________ CLASSIFIED ADS 

DIAL-UP BULLETIN BOARDS 

:SYSMGR BBS specializes in fi le trans
fer of RDOS and AOS[/VSj DUMP files 
- no messaging facilities. XMODEM, 
YMODEM, and KERMIT supported . 
415/391-6531(one line), 2400 baud 
(Microcom AX9624c), 8 data bits, 1 start 
1 stop bit or 415/550-1454 (voice). Sys
tem is MY 1 4000, terminal mode is 
CHAR/605X. 

NADGUG 

forNADGUG 
Membership information 
contact: 
Danieli & O'Keefe Associates, Inc. 
1-800-253-3902 (U.S. and Canada only) 

508-443-3330 

The North 
American 

Data General 
Users Group 

is an incredible 
resource when you 

need answers. 

So, don 't 
go it alone

join NADGUG 
today! 

SOFTWARE 

Statistical 
Software 

• Powerful 
• Fast 
• Easy-to-use 
• Inexpensive 

MINITAB: ~ 
STATIST I CAL SOFTWARE 
3081 Enterprise Dr .. Stote College. PA 16801 

814-238-3280 

Terminal Emulation 
@Con/PC & @Con/PC Plus - Complete 0210-0411 OG 
terminal emulation. Plus version includes fast, error-free 
file transfer (with software for MV), and script language 
(macros). Network licenses and volume discounts 
available. 

Stili only $95 & $149 
Flying Point Sales - (516) 725-3622 

DG410 EmulatlonIModem 
Communication Software 

Background file transfers, over 45 modem 
definitions, extensive script language plus 
additional terminal emulations. Security features. 
Only $49.95. Ask for Free evaluation copy. 

Perellne Data Systems 
(408) 364-2nO 

Communications 
Software 

DG-DG DG-PC DG-?? 

Share data quickly and easily. 
Use BREAKTHROUGH 

XlYMODEM AOSNS-AOS-RDOS 

Script Language Terminal Emulator 
Many free enhancements 

(505) 434-0206 
Applied Computer Solutions, 2336 Union Avenue. 

Alamogordo. NM 88310 

~ FREEl to NADGU.G members! ~ 

• Focus Magazine /12 issues • Networking with other DG users 
• Electronic Bulletin Boards • Access to RIG/SIG network 
• NADGUG software library • Communication channel to DG 

" • Member Directory • Discounts on conference 1.1 
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BULLETIN BOARDS _________________ _ 

111111 

Category: DG/UX 
Author: Elliott Lavy 
Subject: System dumps 

I saw a reference in one of the 
weekly bulletins to a "mini_dump" as 
opposed to a " full dump" of the system. 
Can anyone tell me what that means? 

Reply by: DG Customer Support 
As of release 5.4.1 of DG/UX, the 

kernel dump procedure now defaults to 
using what is known as a mini-dump. 
The mini-dump will write all kernel 
memory out to your tape without writ
ing memory being used by user process
es. 

This makes for a much smaller 
dump, i.e., usually 6 MB to 20 MB, 
instead of the entire contents of physical 
memory (often a few hundred MBs). 
Typically, the user data space is not 
needed in order to determine the prob
lem that caused the system panic. Mini
dumps have the added advantage of 
getting you up and running more quick
ly as it only takes a few minutes to 
dump the required memory as opposed 
to all of physical memory. 

Author: c.A. Brokschmidt 
Subject: Is command hangs in / 

I have encountered a situation 
where my Is -al command hangs when 
attempting to look at the root directory 
(f) on my 5225. The I qualifier seems to 
be the culprit. I am able to I\C out of the 
command. I assume that the command 
is encountering corruption or some 
other file information, such as file 
length, that it can't read . Any ideas how 
to straighten this out? The Is -a com
mand works fine. 

Reply by: DG Customer Support 
Are you on a network? The 15-1 

causes a stat of the remotely mounted 
file systems and if one of your remote 
machines were down, this could cause 
the hang. If you suspect corruption, you 
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should run fsck. Typically, if you had a 
file system problem such as this, your 
LDU would seal which would down
grade it to read only access and instruct 
you to run fsck. I suspect you may have 
some NFS links or symlinks that are 
hard-mounted that aren't responding. 
This would usually cause the message 
"NFS server XXXX not responding" to 
be printed to your system console. 

Reply by: c.A. Brokschmidt 
Thanks for the reply. I checked the 

system again the other day, and was 
again able to issue the Is -al command in 
the root dir. It may well have been a 
network issue, as you described. We 
have about 25 Aviions throughout the 
building and use NFS extensively. 

I also have approximately 12 
mount points off of the root where we 
mount rewritable optical disks on an 
Opstar jukebox. Since this is a very 
mechanical device, maybe my "hang" 
was really a pause while optical car
tridges were manipulated to return sta-
tistics for the Is -1. 6 

DASH runs on an Aviion 5200 server 
located at the Data General CListomer Sup
port Center in Norcross, GA. The bulletin 
board is available 24 hours per day, 7 days 
per week, free of charge. Call1-800-DASH
CSC (800/327-4272) for the modem rotary. 

111111 

Modem 
send/receive loop 
From: James Spellman 

Anyone know what causes 
send/receive loop (on all the time) on 
MY /2000 w / 7.58? Also, [it) seems to 
hang a lot lately, and needs to bring 
down the system to "free" the port. 

From: Walter Mosscrop 
Have you checked: 

1) the modem, to make sure it's not 
echoing data; 

2) the cabling, to make sure that it's 
not shorted and/or too long (I've seen 
several cases where the data being sent 
out are "echoed" back to the port by 
long cables acting as antennas). 

Also, have you tried using a differ
ent port (assuming that's possible) to 
eliminate a bad port or modem? 

CEO 
archiving 
headaches 
From: Matt Koch 

I would be very much interested to 
hear from anyone regarding what they 
do to keep their filing system clean. 
We've tried CEO archiving, and have 
found that it has very little effect. 

Educating users seems to have little 
effect. No one has time to look through 
years of old documents. 

From: Jeff Campbell 
There are several variables that can 

be changed to alter the depth of the 
archive run. One thing to keep in mind 
is that the AOS/VS disk file is the only 
thing deleted. 

The record in the CEO_Index is 
maintained. You can then adjust filing 
system surveys to not list archived doc
uments. 

Another thing to keep in mind is if 
you delete a lot of data from a disk, you 
might want to rebuild the data on that 
disk. 

You can do that by dumping, refor
matting, and reloading the data back 
onto the disk. This will reclaim some 
wasted space. 

Call the NADGUG/Rational Data Systems 
electronic bulletin board, available to all 
NADGUG members. The phone nLimber is 
415/499-7628. There are no fees other than 
telephone charges. 
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~corr McINTYRE (9 AOOClL\TE~, INC. 
"YOUR GLOBAL SOLUTION FOR D.G. & MOTOROLA" 

31 3-299-0040 
* BUY * SELL * TRADE * DATA GENERAL & MOTOROLA * 

"Your prices, the equipment and delivery 
time have always been as you promised, 
excellent!" 

Aror AlIouba 
Managing Oircaor 
TEA Compulers, SA, Cairo, Egypl 

ORMANCE' 
"In all my dealings with Scott McIntyre & 
Associates, Inc., they have always displayed 
a very high degree of professionalism and 
personal integrity. I have always felt that 
they have treated me fairly. When I checked 
their prices against other companies, I 
found them to be very fair! The quality of 
the products we purchased from Scott 
Mcintyre & Associates has been very 
acceptable. " 

Woody Woodard 
Oircoor or Operations 
Hom( Dq>ol, Inc., Adam2, GA 

"Many other resellers in the USA would like 
to deal with us in Australia. and on some 
occasions we have bought from them. 
However, the quality of the goods and ser
vices has never matched that of what we get 
from Scott Mcintyre & Associates, Inc. " 

Alan Frutr 
Managing Oircoor 
Fraser & Associalt:s PTY. ud., Sydney, Aus!ruia 

"I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank you for helping our company to 
upgrade our existing Data General 
computer system. We now have the 
capabilities to expand our system, which 
will certainly help our business run 
smoothly and efficiently. " 

Mark W. Panon 
Assistant G(n~ Managtt 
Branch-Panon Supernort:s, Nacogdocht:s, T ws 

Now Accepting! VISA , Mastercard 
and American Express 

MV 2000 II W/4MB, 
21MB CTD & 
70MB DISK 

ONLY $1,250 

6797 -A 520MB 
DISK IN PHU 
ONLY $2,450 

0217 CRT W/KB 
ONLY $225 

Askfor 
our New 
Spring ~3 
Price 
Catalog! 

WYSE 50+ CRT 
W/KB 

ONLY $135 

"CALL TODAY I" 
*8cott Mcintyre * Terry 8m t1 * Robert Mcintyre" 

* Michael Nowacki * 

313-299-0040 
FAX: 313-299-0041 

P.O. BOX 82115 • 1856 STAR-BAD DR. 
ROCHESTER, MI 48308-2115 

Circle 40 on reader service card. 



Shop Our Million Dollar 
Data General Inventory And Get 

IIRight-On-Timeli Delivery_ 

• Million dollar inventory of systems, peripherals, parts and equipment 
• From Nova to MV -- you get "Right-On-Time" delivery· Highly skilled 
engineers • Valuable assistance, consulting, training and installation 
• Customer service reps with broad product knowledge • Problem 
solving advice • All backed by RAVE's 60-day warranty 

• Sensible business solutions with significant bottom line value • 

SELL-BUY 
LEASE-RENT 
Data General & 

Compatibles 

We Also 
Sell Sun 

Microsystems • IuftllluM,.... 
CotIIpIrW~ 

Au,hori7.ed 
Refurbishmen, Reseller 

Rave Computer Association, Inc. 
36960 Metro Court 
Sterling Heights, M I 48312 
(313) 939-8230 / Fax: 939-7431 

1-800-966-7283 

Circle 26 on reader service card . 


